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-. P0RTER-CABLE'continues to
, prove its cutting-edge innovation
And design with these latest tools.

7-1l4 MAG-SAW'" Klr
Change blades without changing gears.

This award-winning, f irst-ever Quik' Change'
circular saw provides a fast and hassle-free

system for changing blades making you more
productive on the iob site.

Available in blade-left and blade+ight models with or without a brake

1l
vAR|ABLE-SPEED DUAL ACTIoN t

TIGER SAW' KIT
A revolutionary rotating back handle puts an end

to turning your body to get more leverage.
Plus an extra-heavy-duty 11.5 AMP motor for
maximum power for all cutting capacities and
blade clamp Quik-Change'for keyless blade

change in seconds.

FII'IISH HAILER/ BRAD IIAITER
COMPRESSOR COMBO I{IT

Have everything on hand with this special edi-
tion two-nailer combo kit complete with both
Brad and Finisher Nailers and 2 peak HB .8 HP

running 6-gallon pancake compressor. Also
includes an adiustable depth-of-drive, jam-

release mechanism and non-marring nose tip.

For more cutting-edge
innovations from P0RTER-CABLE',
,r.,' : uisit portel-oable.com.
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Afeel-good
projecf
Would you like to use your woodworking
skills to benefit your local community?
Consider this simple art-frame project.

t few months ago I was asked if the
n WOOD@ magazine staff would be

I linterested in contibuting its
collective woodworking talents to help
spruce up the hallways and classrooms
of a local nonprofit day-care
facility. The cause sounded
worthwhile, so I got together
with the facility's director who
cited a need for frames to hold
the children's artwork. But, as
I quickly learned, these frames
have special requirements.

First, they have to be big
enough to hold multiple pieces
of an. The frames require a
protective acrylic cover that
removes easily for changing
the artwork. And the ftames
must be positioned at the eye
level of a 3- or 4-year-old
child. One more thing, we
needed to build 26 of them.

With that mind, Kevin Boyle, our senior
design editor, drew up plans for the simple
3lVzx48" maple frame illustrated above.
(Go to woodmagazine.com/frameplan for a
free, enlarged, fully detailed drawing.)

Next, staff members shown in the photo
got together to mass produce the frames
during a few quick work sessions in the
WOOD magazine shop. It was a great
experience building and installing the
frames, and then seeing the children taking
great pride in their artwork on display.

Our special
hand-tool section
Now I have to admit that we made the art
frames strictly production-style with table-
saws, jointers, routers, and other power
tools. For more refined woodworking, I
suggest you master one or more of the hand
tools in the special section beginning on
page 4I.In addition to enjoying better

ffi;,

Some day-care kids mug it up with WOOD magazine staff
members, from left, standing: Marlen Kemmet, Sheryl
Munyon, Chuck Hedlund, Kevin Boyle, and Jeff Mertz;
kneeling: Jim Harrold, Karl Ehlers, Bill Krier, and Bob Wilson.

results, you'll appreciate the relaxing bene-
fits of low-dust, low-noise woodworking.

With that said, I need to make another
admission. My shop has several pricey hand
planes that don't see a lot of use-I've just
never been thrilled with the results I got
from them. But after seeing Tim Peters, a
veritable wiz with hand planes, effortlessly
take paper-thin shavings with a block plane,
I'm a changed man. Now I know why my
hand planes don't work that great for me,
and I'm determined to do something about
it. I'm glad we had someone with Tim's
extensive knowledge help us with the block
plane and sharpening stories. Learn more
about him on page 53.

Happy woodworking-with or without a
power cord.

R^!Ay^;Dv
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soundin boar.C
Wood anatomy series
says it all

Sapwood
(Live wood that lransports
water and nutrients)

HeartwoodI've been a subscriber since issue one, and I continue
because your magazine just keeps getting better. The
four-part series called'The Woodworke/s Guide to
Understanding Wood" stands as a good example of
this. (See issues 155, 156, 157, and 158)

We can't truly be good woodworkers unless we fully
know the material we work with. I am 51 years old and
have worked with wood since I could reach the top of a
tablesaw. Some of the things you discuss in the series
I had heard before; some I had learned over years of
working with the material. Your series put all that
information together in an organized format that helped
me understand why things happen.

I wish I had had this kind of information when I start-
ed out. A lot of projects would have been better built!

Jerry Carpenter, Brooksville, Fla.

(Dead wood that provides
structural support)

Flatsawn
(Growth rings meet board
tace at 30" angle or less.)

Article Updates
Shop Proven Products (issue 157, page 117): The phone number
for Avenger Products has changed to 704293-7510.

Entertainment Center Tower Cabinet (issue 157, page 52,
Drawing 10): The groove in the bottom edge of the upper door rail
(BB) should be 17a" deep.

Your bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

Workbench gets rolling with retracting casters
I came up with a new way to use the Woodcraft
Retracting Casters (#141550) that you tested in
the September 2OO4 issue of WOOb ("Wise Buys,"
page 39). Although these casters are marketed
pri mari ly for contractor-style tablesaws with
splayed-leg bases, I used them to make my
workbench mobile.

First, I removed the brackets from the caster
assemblies, as shown, near rghf. Next, I cut four
15/ax6" wedges from scrap 2x4 stock, and then
glued and screwed them to the legs of my bench.
Finally, I mounted the caster assemblies (without
the brackets) to the wedges, as shown in the photo,
far right, using t/t" lag screws.

Now, for only $40, I have a system that allows
my bench to move easily, but still sit solidly on its
legs when in use.

Richard Besemer, Tucson, Ariz.

Gaster assembly

Mounting bracket

fslr
*a
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Continued on page 12

Editorial questions and feedback:
r E-mail woodmail@woodmagazine.com;

call 800/374-9663 and press option 2; or
write to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

Subscription assistance:
r To notify us of an address change, or to

get help with your subscription, go to
woodmagazine.com/service ; or call
800/374-9663 and press option '1. Outside
the U.S., call5151247-2981. 0r write to:

W00D magazine, P.0. Box 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address label
from a recent magazine issue.

r To find past articles:
Go to our continuously updated online index at
woodma gazine.com/index.

I To order past issues and articles:
Order past issues oI W00D magazine and our
special issues at woodmagazine.com/store, or by
calling 800/346-9663. Many early issues are sold

out. For reprints, send $5 per article (no
phone orders), including the article name and
issue number, to:W00D Article Reprint
Service, P.0. Box 349, Kalona,lA52247;
make check or money order payable to
W00D magazine.

r Updates to previously published projects:
For an up{o-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial.
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sounding board

Readers air views on air-dried lumber

$our editorial on air-dried lumber (issue
I 156, page 8) pointed out the positives

about air-dried lumber. I'd like to add my
thoughts on risks involved with this wood.
r Stability: Modern heating and cooling
systems make indoor humidity very low
year round in many buildings. Kiln drying
to an equilibrium moisture content below
that which the wood will experience in later
uses greatly reduces the tendency to
"explode," as you described. To ensure
that the wood remains stable, you should
stack and sticker it where it will be used.
r Disease and insects: Wood is full of
them, but they get killed off by the high
temperatures used in kiln-drying. lf disease
and insects invade your house, they can
spread to other wooden pieces.

Even with these risks, I am fond of using
wood that I have cut myself or someone
has given to me. lf you don't have space
or time to air-dry your wood, or you are
worried about the risks I mentioned, seek
out a small sawmill or kiln operation that
accepts wood from amateurs for drying.

David Gibson, Kttery Point, Maine

When working with common shop chemi- i
cals, nitrile gloves protect better. They cost i
about 50 percent more than latex or vinyl, i
but still offer inexpensive protection against
solvent exposure.

Remember also to change gloves
frequently when working with solvents or
epoxy.The reason? Chemicals found in
these products eventually permeate even i
the best gloves. i

Bill Honnick. Erton. Pa. i

Thanks for the advice, Bill. Here's some
information on commonly available
disposable gloves. tF

f enjoyed
lreading Bill
Krier's insights
on air-dried
wood (issue
156, page 8).
For years I've
purchased
undried red oak
from a mill and
dried it in my
basement. I aid
the process only
by painting the ends to minimize checking
and running a dehumidifier near the stack.

Because ldon't have a moisture meter,
I use a bathroom scale to determine
when the wood has reached equilibrium
moisture content (EMC) and is ready to
use. To do this, I mark and weigh one of
the largest pieces in the stack. Then I
recheck and record its weight regularly
over the next few months. When the
weight stabilizes, I know the boards have
reached EMC.

To further reduce the moisture content of air-dried lumber', make your
own "dehumidification kiln" from sheet plastic, a dehumidifer, and a fan.

Frank Nye, Hackensack, Minn. i

fiver the years I've stacked a lot of
Vwood for air-drying at my family's
lumber business. I'd like to add my insights
to your comments in the June/July issue.
r Coat the ends of the boards with paint or
wax to reduce checking.
r Make all the stickers the same size
(roughly 1" square), and space them evenly,
right up to the ends of the boards.
r When drying outside, cover the stack with
builde/s felt. lt keeps water off boards that
are too long to fit under a sheet of plywood.

Cal Kunkle, Largo, Fla.

Choose the right gloves for shop use
In the "Epoxy Goes Mainstream" article
found in the June/July 2004 issue (page 28),
the author recommends wearing latex
disposable gloves when working with
epoxies or solvents. As a research chemist,
I know that latex gloves prwide good
protection when working with water-based
materials, such as latex paint and ordinary
white vinegar. Such chemicals as acetone,
lacquer thinner, denatured alcohol, and
mineral spirits rapidly permeate latex,
though. That means latex gloves provide
little protection when working with these
and similar organic solvents.

NW

Latex:
I Protects against alkalines,
rubbing alcohol, water-based
solutions, ketones.

r Flexible, durable, but may
cause allergic reactions in
some users.

r Cost: About $.10 each.

Vinyl (PVC):
r Protects against acids and
alkalines, salts, water-based
solutions, alcohol.

I Less flexible and durable
than latex; not known to
cause allergic reactions.

r Cost: About $.10 each.

Nitrile:
Protects against oil, grease,
aliphatic chemicals (glue,
solvents), xylene, toluene.

t Flexible, durable, not
known to cause allergic
reactions.

r Cost: About $.15 each.
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With the right steel, you can make a keen,
durable blade in your own shop.

aking a custom blade for a hand tool, such as the mark-
ing knife onpage 42,might seem out of reach, until you
discover grade W-l tool steel. (See Source.) You can

cut this metal with a hacksaw, shape it with a grinder, and then
harden the cutting edge by heating it with a propane torch and

quenching it in cold water. (First heat the steel to a red glow, and
then keep it at a red glow for two minutes for each Vrc" of thick-
ness.) That's it! Using a3Aex3/sx6" bar of W-l tool steel for the
marking knife blade, here's how to shape and sharpen the blade
shown in the drawing, below left.

tr
J HEf,T THE POINT
Using a propane torch, heat about 1V+" ot
the grcund end of the baf moving the flame
back and forth untilthe entire 1tlc" length
glows red. Now continue to heat the steel,
keeping it glowing red for six minutes.

I
I GRIND THE P1OINT
Mark 60'guidelines on your grinder tool rest
and position it perpendicular to.a 1O0-grit
grinding wheel. Mark a centerline on the
tool-steel bar with an awl. Grind the V point,
cooling the bar with water as needed.

4 ouurcHTHE srEEr,
After keeping the tip glowing red for the
needed time, immediately plunge the bar in
cold water. Then run the steel under cold
water until it is cool enough to handle. The
tip is now hardened and will hold an edge.

tl
6 GRIND THE BE1YELS
Tilt the tool rest to a 45o angle, and start
grinding one bevel. Gheck the angle with a
protracto6 and adjust the tool rest as
necessary. Then grind bevels on both sides
of the point, forming sharp. edges.

Pfacing 220-gnt, then 320-grit, and finally
400-grit weVdry sandpaper on a flat surface,
hone the bevels, and polish the top, bottom,
and sides of the bar. Buff to a bright finish
with a buffing wheel and Tripoli compound.i

in 3' lenghs. Pdces from $1 to $70. To view all sizes and
%ox/ax36'flat bar of grade W-1 tool steel n0.88951€9,

Source
Tool steel' Water-hardening.grade W-l toolsteel available in rods (140 sizes), flat bars (30 sizes), and squares (13 sizes)
p{ry^s, go.to. rycmqster,com, gltd type W-I tool steelin the search window. For the marking knife on page 42,'you cah order d
$4.92 each (plus shipping) online, or call McMaster-Can Suppty Co. at 630/833-0300.

5 noru aND Porrrsrr
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f inishing school

matchcolorunder

Not all lighting is the same. To match finishes

the right light

ext time you're in the paint aisle
of a store, study how paint chip
displays are lit. Chances are the

perfectly, coordinate your workshop lights with
the light where you'll place your project.

paint manufacturer included special lights
on its displays, and for good reason: Light
sources can play tricks with how you per-
ceive color. Different light sources also can
throw off your ability to match dyed or
stained wood.

The red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, and violet that make up sunlight, as
shown in the chart below left, are
reproduced, to an extent, by artificial lights.
The amount and strength of each color
varies by the type of light. For example,
cool white tubes in fluorescent fixtures-a
common choice for workshops--{ast a
cool, greenish-blue light that downplays the
red portion of the light spectrum, as you
can see in the chart below middle. Standard
incandescent lights, shown in the chart
below right, emphasize yellow and red, but
not green and blue.

To match the finish on a project to
another piece of furniture or a sample, first
match your light spectrums. For example,
the lack of red in fluorescent lights saps the
red color from a warm mahogany-stained

finish while the warm color
of incandescent lights may
exaggerate the red tones.

Problems start when you
try to match colors under a
light source that will change once the pro-
ject leaves your shop. "You don't have any
red in fluorescent lighting, so you tend to
stain things much too red under fluorescent
light," cautions Alan Noel, an Atlanta
furniture finisher. "The rule that's always
worked for me is to match things under
natural light. If it matches outside, it
matches anywhere."

Noel matches colors at his indoor spray
booth, which is fitted with halogen lights.
Of all the incandescent light sources, halo-
gen is closest to the natural light spectrum.

More color-rnatching tricks
r Make sample pieces using the same brand
and shade of stain or dye (from the same
can is ideal) you'll use on the project, and
finish them with the same topcoat to avoid
gloss or color differences. Using different
wood coloring products for the sample and
the project could leave you vulnerable to a
problem called metamerism. That's when

- - -
To color-match a tray that would normally be displayed
beneath incandescent lights, we supplemented the
fluorescent lights in our shop with an incandescent light.

two objects appear the same color under one
light but different colors under another type
of light.
r Purchase or mix enough wood coloring
products to complete your current project
and any additional projects you expect to
build later as part of the same collection.
This is especially important when you mix
wood dyes in your workshop. Fortunately,
mixed dyes can last for years.
r If you can't place a sample under the light
source where the finished project will be
located, reproduce the lighting in your shop,
as shown in the photo above.
r Upgrade your shop lights. Replace
bargain-priced cool white tubes with warm
white tubes that produce a broader spectrum
of light.
I Even the color of sunlight varies with the
time of day. Morning light has a cooler,
bluish cast while afternoon sun has more
warm yellows. For the best balance, use
midday or early afternoon sun as your color
benchmark..l
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rrvise buys

our editors test

four-iawchucks
tVhy buy? tt
WEheI you'E a long-lime tumer or a no/ice, you d€sen€ a lour.ja,v du* for your hhe. Ihis wFatile accessory benefib borvl tumec wih ih aHity b secuE
turdlg sb* by dosing around a $igot (a rcund tenon on he ond of a bofllbhnk) mudr lilc your ddllduck gdtr a bit A tour.javir &J* also can ssortr a
wodqieca by eryanding inb a recess, sdl as a hdloiled{ut bowl bdtom. }t/itr te ctrrrcls revieucd tErc (sometines callod scloll dludc), all fourjaws d6e
ald Sgl simulbneousv, s€fi{enbdng he wo.lqtece. And, unlike a trceFvir ctudq four.law rnodels hold tuming squarcs lust as oadly as a Um€d Stpt

Mounting threads: 1"x8 tpi
(others available)
Spigot capacity: 1Vq-2Y2"
Recess capac ity: 21/r27/a"

Editor test-drive:

In spite of a few limitations, this is a great chuck,
especially given its price tag. Before chucking up a
workpiece, I noticed some play in the jaw sliders,
and worried that the %0"-deep dovetailjaws would
be inadequate for turning large vessels. However,
the diminutive dovetails gripped flawlessly while I
hollowed out end grain on a S"-diameter green
applewood bowl. I even caught my gouge several
times on a knot without dislodging the blank.
The G8784's jaws held equally well when I

expanded them into a shop-made chuck to turn the
outside of the bowl. Although I was pleased with its
grip on this smaller workpiece, I wouldn't push it
beyond shallow bowls or platters up to about 10" in
diameter, or vessels wider or deeper than 8".
The G8784 uses two tommy bars to operate

(similar to using two wrenches on a router collet),
which isn't unusual, but a third hand would sure
be nice to hold the workpiece when mounting it.
Although the jaws are removable, Grizzly offers
n0 screw-center insert for this chuck, or accessory
jaws, such as those available for premium-priced
scrollchucks.

-Tested by Jan Svec, Projects Editor

To leam morc: 8001523-4777; grizzly.com

Mounting threads: 1 "xB tpi or 7+"x16 tpi
Spigot capacity: 1 5/s41/2n
Recess capacity: 243/s"

Editor test-drive:

I've used a premium four-jaw chuck for years, so I
was curious to see how this modeF<osting only
about one{ourth as much-compares. After using
the C3418 to turn several bowls, including one
from an 8x8" block of rock-hard oak and another
from an 11"-diameter piece of box elder, I must
say that I'm impressed. The workpieces showed
no signs of vibration or strain, regardless of
whether they were held by a spigot, recess, or the
included screw-center insert (a nice bonus for
reverse bowl mounting).
The C3418 installs directly on lathes with a

1"x8 tpi spindle, but an adapter for 7a"x16tpi
spindles comes with the chuck, so you can use it
on your mini-lathe, and then step it up to a midsize
lathe as your skills grow. The tommy bars used to
secure the workpiece in the chuck aren't as
convenient as my premium keyed-jaw chuck, but
they do have nice comfortable handles. Except for
the parts list, the C3418 comes without any
instructions, so there's no guidance on capacities,
speeds, the size and shape of the recess to fit the
jaws, or the hole size for the screw center.

-Tested by 0wen Duvall, ProjecE Editor

To fearn morc: 8001377 -7297; pennstateind.com

Mounting threads:
all common sizes
Spigot capacity: 13/q-23/a"
Recess capacity: 2-25/s"

Editor test-drive:

The first two things I noticed about the Super Nova
2 were its substantial heft (about 8 pounds) and
the outstanding machining, making this one
beautiful and vibrationfree chuck. This unit recently
replaced the much-respected Super Nova chuck in
the Teknatool line, and it's every bit as good as the
originalwith at least one significant improvement:
Instead of a geared key to open and close the jaws
(like an oversize drill chuck)the Super Nova 2
uses a ball-head hex driver: essentially a
T-handled hexhead wrench that works even if
it's inserted at a slight angle.
In use, the 7a"-deep dovetail jaws of the 50mm

chuck I tested provide a lot of gripping area and
the included'Voodworm" screw-center insert
supplements the holding power. Teknatool otfers
a number of accessory jaws for the Super Nova 2,
including 75mm jaws ($25) and "Cole" jaws ($90)
for reverse-chucking bowls or platters up to 10" in
diameter. lf you buy a bigger lathe with a different
spindle size, simply replace the threaded adapter
with one sized for your new tool. A new adapter
costs about $25.

-Tested by Marlen Kemmet, Managing Editor

To learn more: 866/748-3025: teknatool.com
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Mounting threads: all common sizes
Spigot capacity: 1 5/s-27/s"

Recess capacity: 243/a"

Editor test-drive:

This beautifully machined chuck, designed for
mini and midsize lathes, is a downsized
version of Oneway's Stronghold chuck (which
should be used instead on lathes with 16" or
more of swing capacity). The jaws open and
close with a single key, similar to the chuck
key on a drill press, so I can hold the work'
piece with one hand while tightening the
chuck with the other. Many similar keyed
chucks are reverse threaded, but the Talon is
intuitively threaded "letty-loosey, righty{ight/'
for tightening on a spigot. Also, a safety
system prevents the user from accidentally
extending the jaws to the point where they
come out of the chuck body.
I don't like the serrated jaws of.the Talon as

much as dovetailjaws: They don't self-center
as well on the spigot, and in face-grain
turning, I found locations where the spigot was
starting to split due to the senated edges.
That's not a problem when turning spindles,
and accessory dovetailjaws (Oneway calls
them "smooth" jaws, $30) remedied the
splitting. You also can add jumbo jaws and flat
jaws for expanded faceplate turning, An out-
standing aggressively threaded screw-center
insert (not shown) comes with the Talon. Jl

-Tested by Jeff MerE, Design Editor

To learn more: 800/565-7288; oneway.ca

See morc
tool reviews at
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YG15P l5"Planer
with 3 hp 1 ph motor and
3*nife cutterhead

$7geoo
FEATURES:Table height is fixed, motor
and cutterhead adjust up and down. Jack
screw knife adjustment. Two feed speeds.
Dust hood. Enclosed stand.

YG2OP 20'Phner
with 5 hp 1 ph motor and
&knlfe cutterhead

$ttggoo
FEATURES: Table height adjustable.
Jack screw knife adjustment. Two feed
speeds. Dust hood. Solid, cast iron
table extensions. Encbsed stand with
tuilt h wtBeb la mobility.

YG6r t{b
6ttJointer
with t ho \
I oh mdtor -f
:jj';'L---rr^ I

;ilil#.;ti rl
$gggm

FEATURES:
Center-mount fence
with rack and pinion
adiustment. Fence tilts
boih directions to 45o. Jackscrew knife adjustment.
Dust hood. Rabbeting table aM ledge.

>.q*
&- - . ^

#

v6iKcnDr
$6+goo

for intormation and a FREE catalog
f-866-764-V934
www.wilkemach.com
write or visit our showroom:
3230 N Suquehanna Ttril, York, PA 17402-9716

The YC-8J Jointer
features an

extra long 72'lable



mrssron
mrttor
This Arts and Crafts-inspired
looking glass also reflects
your woodworking talents.

JJlhough a pen-ecr com-
I panion to our Arts and

I Crafts-stvle dresser on
page 62,this minor also works
as a stand-alone accessory for
a bedroom or hallway. That's
why we provide mounting
options for a wall or dresser.

Make I " stiles
from rZtt stock
I Th. l"-thick oak used for
I the stiles (A) isn't always

easy to find, but it can be easy
to make from 3/q" stock. To
begin, cut three pieces
2V+x22Vq" from 3/c" quarter-
sawn white oak.

D m^ge the three boards
Er with the two best faces on
the outside. Mark the inside
faces to indicate the glue side,
as shown in Photo A.

Q Glue and clamp the three
tJpieces together to make a
2Vqx2Vcx22V4" piece, keep-
ing the edges and ends flush.

2[ Scrape off any excess dried glue and rip
Tthe piece to 2" wide. Bandsaw the
piece in half, as shown in Photo B. Then
plane the glue-up to 1" thick. Cut two
stiles (A) to a final length of 2lVq".

Create the
remaininq parts
I Cut the top-ra'il (B), lower rail (C), top
I (D), base (E), and two blanks for the

corbels (F) to the sizes specified on the
Materials List.

I Refer to Drawings I and 2, and cut
Cr rabbet joints on the ends of the top and

Continued on page 24

22

Braided wire
(60lb. capacity)

oo

o

ll exeloDED vtEW
Shown from back

t/c" chamfer
t/r0" glue kerfs

t/ro" deep

W
t/c" chamfer

Picture hanger

t /ex  1V2x 4"
steel bar stock

for mounting to dresser
Va x 17Va x 317a" mirror

Bandsawing the 2tZ"-thick blank leaves Va"
extra to remove for the final 1,' thickness.

WOOD magazine December/January ZOO4/ZOO1

2%"-thick blank for ripping the stiles



An auxiliary miter-gauge extension supports
workpieces to prevent chip-out.

A fairing stick is a flexible piece of wood that
can be pulled into a curve to establish an arc.

Clamps keep the rabbeted joints both flat and
square to form the frame.

inside edge of the front face of the lower rail
(C), where shown in Drawing 2.
tD fo create recesses for the fender washers
Oused to hold the mirror in place, use a 1"
Forstner bit to bore six counterbores on the
back side of the frame, as dimensioned on
Drawing 2. Then drill a 3/zz" pTlot hole Vz"
deep centered in each 1" counterbore.

QControl glue squeeze-out by cutting
{tAo"-deep glue kerfs along the edges of
the corbels and rails, as shown in Drawings

WOOD magazine December,/January 2O04/20Os

lower rails using a standard saw blade or
dado set, as shown in Photo C. Do not move
the fence yet.

QAlong one inner edge of both stiles, cut
9 a 3/a" -deep rabbet, as shown in Drawing
2, so that the rail ends will fit flush with the
stiles on the back side.

ilCuta3/a"-deep rabbet along the top edge
E of the lower rail (C).

ETo cut the top rail (B) rabbet, raise the
rJblade to l3/8" and place the most

24

attractive face against the fence. Cut the
rabbet in two passes for a3/t" finished depth.

fiMark the cut line for the top rail (B),
lf where dimensioned on Drawings 1 and2.
Note the Vz" flat spot on the bottom edge of
each end of the rail, where shown on
Drawing 2. As shown in Photo D, we used a
fairing stick to mark the arch. Bandsaw and
sand the arch to shape.

lf Using a router table equipped with a
I fence, rout a /4" chamfer alons the



1 and 2. Kerfs are placed t,/tr," in from the

faces and stop about t/c" from the ends on

the corbels (F).

Begin building the frame
I Ctue and clamp the stiles and rails
I together. as shown in Photo E. Keep the

ends of the stiles flush with the backs of the
rails, as shown in Drawing 3. Check for
square by measuring diagonally for equal
distances. Later. sand the frame smooth.

I Rout a t/+" chamfer on the ends and the
Cr front edge of the top and base (D, E).

p secroN vrEW
Shown from top

(eart@removed)

We used a fence on the router table plus a
miter gauge with an auxiliary extension to
prevent chip-out. Be sure to rout the ends
betore cutting the long edge.

B sru AND RAIL DETATL
Shown from back

%0" glue kerf  %0" deep
%o" from edge

17e" rabbet
Ta" deep

1/., ,  1" counterbore 7a" deep
: - with a 7sz" Pilot hole,. with a 7sz" pilot hole

/ 
1/2" dee?, centered inside

Kerfs control squeeze-out
Glue kerfs keep squeeze-out off the face of the
rails, top, base, and from around the corbels. Set
the saw blade height to 1Aa" and the fence %0"
from the blade. Where the blade starts to touch the
wood, make a pencil line on a piece of tape near
the blade. Add another pencil matk 1A" in front of
the cut line to serve as a stopping point for your
cuts. Cut the first kerfs in the corbels and other
pieces as instructed. After making all these cuts,
move the fence to place the blade g/ro" from the
fence and make the second set of cuts to
complete the kerfs, as shown at right.

woodrnagazine.com

t/a" chamfer

wood screw

%0" glue kerf %0" deep
%o" from edge

Continued ort poge 26

25

21/e'

7s" rabbets
Te" deep



Q Center and clamp the top and base to
tJthe frame, keeping the back edges flush
and the parts centered from side to side.

llltvtaUe two copies of the corbel pattern
'f from the WOOD Patternsa insert and
spray-adhere them to your blanks, keeping
the straight lines on the pattern flush with
the straight edges of your blanks. Bandsaw
and sand both corbels to shape.

f After cutting glue kerfs in the corbels,
rJ glue and clamp the corbels in place with
the back flush and the top edge tight under
the top, as shown in Photo F.

finish and add the mittot
I Measure the rabbetted opening, and
I have a mirror cut t/s" undersize.

) 
Cut the back (G) to fit the rabbetted

g openlng.

Q ninistr-sand and stain the frame. (We
tJ used Watco Danish Oil Finish in Dark
Walnut.) Allow at least three days for the
oil to dry before sealing the finish with two
coats of polyurethane, sanding lightly
between coats.
zt Install the mirror and then the back.
r! 

Attach the fender washers with #6xVz"
panhead wood screws to secure the mirror.

Cutting Dragrarn

E If you plan to hang the mirror, use
rJ picture hangers and braided wire as
shown in Drawing 1. To attach it atop a
dresser, use the bar stock where shown. i

Written by Bob Wilson with Chuck Hedlund Project
design: Kevin Boyle lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Materials tist

A. sliles 211/t' LWO 2

B top rail 31Vq' 0W0 1

C- lower rail 21/z' 31{q' 0W0 1

D top lVe' 411/q' QWO 1

E base 15/a' 361/c' 0W0 1

F. corbels 15' OWo 2
G back 1/a' 171/z' 31/q' HB 1
- Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: LWG-laminated white oak, QWO-
quartersawn white oak, HG-hardboard.

Supplies: 1" fender washers (6), #6xt/2" panhead wood
screws, picture hangers and 60 lb,(or greater) braided wire
ot t/ax1t/2x4" steel bar stock (2), t/ex17Vex31s/s" mirror.

Blades and bits: Chamfer router bit. 1" Forstner bit,

WOOD magazine December/January 2004/2005

{c'

Vtu

Vau

4c'

Bar clamps provide a place to leverage
smaller clamps for attaching the corbels.
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l/a x 24 x 48" Hardboard

3/+x71/q x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)



develop your shop skills

the short story on

book-m
Iane$
I

Create a happy ending by marrylng
mirror-image panels in 4 easy steps.

,fl ook-matched panels, such as the ones used in the

I< doors of the Shaker clock in the inset photo at
y right or the Arts & Crafts dresser on page 62, add
visual interest and a mark of fine craftsmanship to a

'N.,,\..

project. What is book-matching? It's a simple process.
Just resaw stock; open it like a book to expose two nearly identical minor-image surfaces,
as shown abovei and edge-glue the pieces together in the same "open-book" orientation.

The key to creating an attention-grabbing panel lies in careful stock selection. Look for
wood with unusual grain, a knot, or color variation that will form an interesting pattern

when minored. The eyes or swirling grain in burls and the decay-induced lines in spalted
wood, such as the maple above, make excellent choices. With your selection in hand, here's

how to quickly transform it into a beautiful panel.

\

I Resaw the workpiece. To make a /+"-thick panel,
I stan with a surfaced piece of 7+"-thick stock. This allows
Vc" of waste material for the saw kerf, removal of the saw blade
marks, and planing and sanding to final thickness. Then draw a
centerline along one edge of the piece. Using your bandsaw with a
t/z" blade with 4 teeth per inch, resaw the piece, finishing your cut
with a pushstick.

{)Plane and glue the panel. Plane the resawn
Afaces of the pieces only enough to remove the saw marks and
establish a uniform thickness greater than the finished
r/+" thickness. (You'll plane the panel to final thickness after glue-up.)
Avoid excessive planing of the resawn faces that can expose new
grain patterns or characteristics that may not match up well.

Edge-glue and clamp the pieces together, as shown, being careful
to align the grain pattern as closely as possible. To keep the panel
flat, clamp cauls across it made from scrap 32" stock. Apply easy-
release painter's tape to the cauls to prevent them from sticking to
the glue squeeze-out.

Continued on page 30
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develop your shop skills

Qfinish-sand and plane. Lighrly sand the resawn face of
lJthe panel to 220 grit using a random orbit sander or a horizontal
drum sander. Then, with the resawn side facedown, plane the panel to
the finished t/+" thickness to fit the mating grooves in your project.

Be aware that because of the reversed grain direction in the panel
halves, it is possible for the panel to fracture when you plane it. This
happened to us while planing the cherry panel shown at ight. To help
prevent this, use a sharp set of blades in your planer and take very light
cuts, or avoid the problem altogether by using a drum sander. Also, if
your planer has a speed-conhol selector, set it for the maximum cuts per
inch (typically the finishing position).

rhe

achlne
ETF)(s(D'"

...lt's uhat
-D fou'le come to

JIPECT fron Arrou!

Available at home cente6, lumberyards, and fine hardvyare stores whereyer professional tools are sold!

Arrew Frst nc. Co.. Inc., 271 Mayhill Street Saddle Brook, New JeEey 07653
Crn.drr hldal Dlstrlbutor, Inc.,6505 Metopolitln Blvd. East, Montraal, euebec Hlp 1X9
Arcw F!3ten.r (U.K) Ltd., Unlt 5 ZK Park, 23 Commerce Way, Croydon CRO .lZS, Surrey, Unlted Klngdom

O2OO2 Arrcw Fai.ncrCo.. lnc.

U+f
xgEEgt'^,*

xrr::ww,n
Staples+lUails

xw:!:w[:w",

cEmoflAt@nF0n
Cushioned Grip

CMNG DESIGT
New ErgonomicStyling

.-\tU._c

ltEclto Elt E.u*t.

a . , ."ir:l

,.,';to'!1t''l
.};i,.:i;t,*j+

4Tli* the panel. ro help you
Tselect the most interesting area on the
panel, make a paper mask with an opening
cut to the finished size of the panel. Move
the mask around on the panel and, when
you've framed the most appealing
character, outline it wittr a pencil. Now
crosscut and rip the panel to the marked
lines, and you're ready to incorporate
this beautiful, one-of-a-kind feature in
your project. .l

See morc
shop-tested

woodworking skills
at

V\.".i it - . 1T ?,a fi .' ! l:,,, . -,., ll .,i-j; it OpSki I lS
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askwood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0nlineo

Spinner speeds
Ueeadiu-hent

l The end vise on my workbench
r takes an annoyingly long time

to adiust. How can I get a speed boost
without plunking down a huge amount of
money for a nut-rclease model?

-W I I i an Brad I ey, M e n ph is

[ . A steering wheel spinnerattached
al r to the bar of the vise will put your
adjushent speed into high gear, William.
This inexpensive accessory also eliminates
bashed or pinched fingers. Spinners are no
longer a common item at auto parts stores,
so you'll have better success at shops that
sell riding mowers. We purchased ours
from Northern Tool and Equipment
(8ffil22l-051 6 or northenrtool.com). Ask
for item #t6931. The one shown costs
$12.99 plus shipping.

Ihe mrts andbolts of
threadinsnrood
fi a rdTike to incorporate threaded
Y r wood bolts and nuts into an
upcdming proiect. ls this a difficult
process to set 

"o#fr'ff;Xo* Evanssvire, tnd.

E a To answer your question, John, we
al r tied out two threading systems and
got good results with bottl. The first is a
hand-powered threadbox with a V-shape
cutter that slices tlre threads into a dowb.
We found a3/s" dirc (item ffi1868) for
$ 1 6,50 from Gruzly Indusnial,
8W5234777 or gizzly.com. A tap for
making 3/t" threaded,holes is $8.50 (item
#G1869). To use the threadbox, apply slight
downward presstlre for the first few turns.
Afterthat, tlrc wood thread eng4ges the nut
inside the threadbox and begins feeding
itself. If you just want to tr5rthreaded
dowels, the manual threadbox will get you
started and make clean cuts in snaight-
graised woods.

The Beall Wood Threader uses a router to
drive a carbide bit supplied with the threader
kit. This jig must be set up precisely to work
properly. Before you cut the threads, follow
the directions to tap a sample hex-nut. This

Twirling a steering wheel spinner opens and ctoses your bench vise quickly when it
doesn't have a quick-release mechanism.

serves as a guide for setting the router's depth
of cut. Don't aim for too tight a fit because
any change in the moisture content of the
wood might hamper assembly.

Prices range from $74 for aVz" threader to
$179 for a set to do four sizes @eall Tool
Co., 800/3 3147 t8 or bealltool.com). The
Beall tool also lets you make smooth cuts
even in difficult materials. We found the
Beall tap easy to start squarely because an
unthreaded pilot engages the hole before the
bit begins cutting. You can remove the pilot
to convert the tool into a bottoming taptl:rtt
cuts threads nearly to ttre bottom of a hole.

You can cut threads manually with a
traditionalthieadbox shown above left or
add a Beall jig to your rcuter for a power
assist, as shown btabove rtqffi.

lf you're lmking foran answertoaw.mdwoi*irg
question, wrib b As* W00D, l71S Loglst $.,
GA-0fl[:Dos tdneq n tm(F{302S or send us
an e-mail atadnroodOnd@m. fur lmmedi*
feedback from your fellow woodwofters, postyour -
queslion on one of our woo&vorldng fonrms at
umnr.woodmagozinecom 'r : '

WOOD nragazhe December{anuary ZO04/ZOOB



quick-and-easy jig

perfect-alignrnent

Plane edge banding to the exact thickness
of you plyrood, and then use these simple
guides for perfect clamping alignment.

Ithough you can use these shop helpers when
edge banding any part, they really save the
day when attaching the bands after a case is

assembled and there's no room for error. Such is the
case with the Arts and Crafts dresser on page 62.

To build the guides, cut pairs of 3x4" alignment
blocks from scraps of 3/q" plywood. (We recommend
one guide for every 8-10" of band length.) Then cut
spacers from scraps of the plywood, particleboard, or
medium-density fiberboard you'll be edge banding.
To keep excess glue from sticking to the guides,
apply plastic packing tape to the alignment blocks,
where shown on the drawing. Next clamp a spacer
between each pair of alignment blocks, drill counter-
sunk screw holes, and drive the screws.

To use the guides, first plahe the edge bands to the
exact thickness of the panel receiving it. Use one of
the guides as a thickness gauge, testing the edge
bands for a tight fit. Then follow the sreps below. *

EDGE.BANDING GUIDE

*P
il

lH
#8 x 2" F.H. wood screw 

fi

3/au

f-
7/aq" pilol hole 1 t/q" deep

Thickness I
of panel \---

Y"':---

Alignment block

Packing tape

Alignment block

3/qu

T-
I

With the edge banding seated in the clamping guides, apply a cen-
tered bead of glue. To avoid squeeze-out, apply the glue sparingly.

Clamp the edge banding in place. To give the far clamp jaw a surface
to bear on, apply the edge bands with the case back off.

34 WOOD magazine December,/January 2004/2005



Triple-threat
storaqe for

hfuerr
scraps, and
sheet goods

Build one or a]l three of these
easy-to-make projects to

keep your shop organized.

#

Te" hole
e/a" tlal washer

s/a" lag scr€w --.r
5" long pr

;tZ" round-overs 5 'bevel
on end

Make as many of these adjustable racks
as you need to store boards flat and out
of the way. Wall-mount them over studs.

I fo make each rack, start by cutting two
I pieces of V2" plywood to the sizes

shown on Drawing 1 to create the side plates
for the board bunk.

36

)Frcm an 8'-long 2x4 cut a piece 40"
Erlong. Rip about Vz" from one edge.
Then rip the other edge to achieve the final
2Vz" width.

QFrom the ripped stock, cut the dividers
tfto length, as shown, making sure to
miter both ends at 5o. (Note that the bottom
divider is 4Va" long.) The workpiece is

DIVIDER

SIDE
PLATE

) r.L
#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

December,{anuary 2004/2005

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

\\. 1
I

WOOD rnagazine



longer than you'll need, but this allows you
to work around knots to make the dividers
as strong as possible.

ilCut a spacer 2t3/to"-wrde from a scrap
'l of 2x4 stock, and use this as a spacer to
align the dividers. Now glue and screw the
dividers to the plates, where shown.

with knots to ensure maximum strength.
(We made four arms for each rack assem-
bly.) Miter one end of each arm at 5'. Then
rotJt t/+" round-overs on the edges and ends
where shown. Don't rout the mitered end.
Sand all the parts through 150-grit, and
apply a clear finish if desired.

through four of the dividers, as shown. Use
these holes to mark your wall, and then drill
t/+" pllot holes 2" deep into the studs. (If the
studs are exposed-no drywall-then make
the pilot holes 2t/2"-deep.)

f Screw the rack assembly onto the studs
I using 7nx5" lag screws, spacing them
every 16" or 24". Slip in the arms, and add
your prized lumber stock.

E To make the arms, rip a second piece of ATo mount the rack assembly, locate
JZx+ to 23/c" wide. Again, avoid sections lf your walls studs, and then drill /s" holes

#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screw

1 / q x 3 / q x 1 4 1 / 2 "

edge band ing
El scnnp soRrER

\?

i

F-..-.-- toz"

1/q X3/q X 141/2"

edge banding

SHELVES

3" swivel
caster

1 / q x 3 / q x 1 9 s / q "

edge banding

Corral your cutoffs with this handy
mobile cart. It lets you organize your
stock by length so you'll always know
exactly what you have at a glance.

I Begin by cutting the plywood sides,
I shelves. and dividers to the sizes shown

on Drawing 2.

2 nip stock (we used poplar) to size to
Cr create the edge banding. Then apply the
edge banding, where shown. This will dress
up the project while protecting the plywood
edges from nicks.

woodmagazine.com

Qetace both side pieces face to face and
t drill shank holes for the #8x2" screws
that will hold the cart together. Also drill
shank and pilot holes, and then assemble
each of the divider cubbies.

/ Sand the parts through 150-grit, and
'f apply two coats of clear finish to all the
caft's pieces.

fNow assemble the cart.  We used
tJscrews only-no glue-to allow tweak-
ing the fit of each piece.
Flnstall four 3" swivel casters to the bot-
lJtom corners of the cart, where shown.
To do this, turn the cabinet upside down,
place a castor at each corner, mark and drill
the holes, and screw the castors in place.

DIVIDERS

:

0

SIDE

0

0

0

0

0

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

37



WALL MOUNTING
DETAIL

/z 'F .H .
screw

wood screw
Note: 4 needed1"  ho le

Elsneer cooDs
STORAGE CART 261/q'1

, .@_\
.\

1 /zx3 /+x261 /q "

edge banding

261/q"

BACK

#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screw -=---i

1/+ x3/q x 96"
edge banding

s/qx 1 x261/q"
edge banding

1/zX3/+X 481/+"

edge banding

1/qx3/qx96"

edge banding

SHELF

3 / + x 1 x 4 8 "
cleats

t h x s / + x 1 6 "

edge banding

3" swivel
caster

1 / z X 3 / q X 4 8 1 / q "

edge banding

Sheet goods never store easily, and they
take up a lot of shop space. This tall cart
allows you to store full sheets, half sheets,
and cutoffs in a small area. Though size-
able, it rolls around with little effort.
Wetve even included wall-mounting
brackets you can add if your shop floor is
rough or out of level. If your ceiling is
less than 9', take a pass on this project.

Note: For structural strength, we used 3/+"
plywood; five sheets suffice for the project
shown. If you intend to finish or paint the
project, you'llfind it easier to simply apply
it to the full sheets before you begin cutting
and assembly. We applied nvo coats of
water-basedfinish using a paint pad, taking
care to not coat the plywood edges.

I Cut the top, bottom, back, and shelves
I to the sizes shown on Drawing 3.

I Next, cut edge banding (we used
Erpoplar) to the sizes shown in the draw-
ing. Note that the edge banding on the front
edge of the top and bottom extends these
plywood pats by 1", whereas the edge
banding on the front edges of the top, bot-
tom, sides, divider, and shelves extend the
plywood parts by /+". This ensures align-
ment. Now, cut the shelf cleats to size.

38

s/
fi

e/+ x 1 x 26t/q" edge banding

CASTER DETAIL
Apply edging where shown, and the
same finish or paint used on the ply-

wood parts. Attach the shelf cleats using
#8x3/q" screws.

.,[ Assemble the cart using #8x2" screws,
'!as 

shown. You may want a friend to
help move the configuration and steady the
large pieces. We found it easiest to install
the shelves between one side and the
divider, and then add the back, top and bot-
tom, and final side. When done, install 3"
swivel casters, where shown. Q

Project designs: Board Bunks: Jeff Mertz
Scrap Sorter, Sheet Goods Storage Gart: Jerry
Lenz, Elizabeth, Golo.
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)  1 " 4 . ,' \ : ' : ' :{

.,. 
-+, _'irh the flat back of its blade

i.*F,,,,,,,' against a straightedge, you can
;';' 'r . use this marking knife to lay

down cutlines with pinpoint accuracy.
When not in use, a hidden magnet keeps the
blade sheath safely in place. This fine rool
is one you'll be pllased to use and proud to
show. For the special materials needed to
make this marking knife, see Source.

Make a lanrinated blank'ti From a tAxlxl2" piece of stock (we

thick piece for the core (A). Check the
thickness against the 3/re" -thick tool-steel
bar you will use for the blade. Then cut the
core to the size listed on the Materials List.
Set aside the remaining piece for the accent
strip (C). Make a copy of the core pattern

To ensure perfectly matched grain from han-
9!" t.o sheath, glue the knife up as a single
blank, and then cut it into two pieces.

42

on the WOOD Patternsa insert, and adhere
it to the part with spray adhesive. Use a
Forstner bit to drill a t/+" hole, where shown,
and then scrollsaw the knife blade cutout.
(The t/+" semicircle makes room for excess
epoxy when mounting the knife blade.)
Check the width of the slot with the 3/s,'-
wide tool-steel bar.
.,".f; plsrn a t/qxlxI2" piece of stock (we
",,,:;i used bubinga), resaw and plane a t/q,,-
thick piece for the top and bottom lamina-
tions (B). Then cut the laminations to size.
Use a Forstner bit to drill a 3/s,'hole Va', deep
for the magnet in the top lamination, where
dimensioned on the drawing, opposite.
Make sure the magnet does not protrude
beyond the surface.
"'',1 Install a zero-clearance insert in your
. .' tablesaw, and cuta3/rr," groove Vz,, deep

centered in the top lamination (B) for the
accent strip (C), as shown in photo A.
Check the fit of the 3/o" -thick stock left
from making the core (A). Then rip a s/sz,'-
wide strip from the edge of the leftover 3/re,,
stock, and glue and clamp it in the groove.
Sand the strip flush.
ii: Epoxy the magnet in the 3/a" hole in the
,:i{'top lamination (B), and let it cure.

Remove any excess epoxy with a chisel. To
keep track of the magnet end, make a mark
over the magnet on the top surface of the
lamination. Now spread glue sparingly on

both faces of the core (A), keeping the glue
away from the edge of the center cutout.
Clamp the core and the top and bottom lam-
inations (B) together, keeping the edges and
ends flush.

Shape and finish the knife', Make a copy of the side view pattern
'., on the insert and adhere it to the edge of

the laminated blank, orienting the sheath
end of the pattern with the previously
marked magnet end of the blank. Use a
5/s"-diameter sanding drum and stopblock

Cut a %e" groove 7a" deep in the top lamina-
tion (B) in two passes. Turn the part end-for-
end between passes to center the cut.
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Adjust a notched scrapwood fence so %0" of
the drum protrudes and sand the recesses.

to form the finger recesses, as shown in
Photo B. Remove the Pattern.
{p Make a copy of the top view pattern on
* the insert and adhere it to the laminated
blank with spray adhesive. Saw and sand
the handle edge profiles, and sand the end
arcs. Remove the Pattern.
t! Chuck a /+" round-over bit in your
#table-mounted router and rout all the
edges. Finish-sand the laminated blank.

,4 To separate the sheath from the handle,
"-t cut the blank where indicated on the top
view pattern and the drawing, below. To
prevent chipping when cutting the blank,
see the shop Tip at right.

ffiFrom a3Aox3/ax6" barof gradeW-1 tool
# steel. make a blade, as instructed in the
article on page 14. Clamp the blade in a
vise between two pieces of scrapwood, and

EXPLODED VIEW

a thin stick, apply a small amount of
to the inside of the handle opening.

cut it to 3/2" long with a hacksaw. Wrap
masking tape around the blade to mark the
lVz" lengththat will protrude from the han-
dle. Install the blade in the handle, as shown
in Photos C and D. Remove any excess
epoxy with acetone.

ff Apply a clear finish. (We wiPed on
f,,Fthree coats of Watco Natural Danish Oil
Finish, following the instructions on the

A* core

B. too and bottom
laminations

C- accent strip
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions.

Materials key: M-maPle, B-bubinga,

Supplies: Spray adhesive., epoxy.

Bits and accessories: %" and 3/s" Forstner bits,
r/a" round-over rouler bit, %"'diameter sanding drum.

Source
Hardware kit. 7s' rare-earth magnet /4" thick,
s/rcx|zax6" bar of W-1 tool steel, Kit no. 300'BLD, $4.95 ppd.,
add $2,50 for each additional kit. Schlabaugh and Sons,
720141h St., Kalona, 1A52247. Call 800/346'9663,
or go to schsons.com.

Wood kit. One %ex1x12" piece of maple and one
tAx1x12" piece of bubinga, kit no. LP-7, $3,50 ppd.
Schlabaugh and Sons, see above.

Finger recess

3/a" fale-
earth magnet

/e" thick

P T-ffi#ffiilffin**qf l'iliq:{er}*l'X}Fl#.l rtiYfi${*t#.1}t{'$$'i\.IJii I

With the blade point bearing on a scrap block,
push the handle down to the masking tape'

can.) With the finish dry, align the accent
strip and slide the sheath onto the blade. 'l

Written by Jan Svec with Ghuck Hedlund
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine

rii .
Using
epoxy

57e"V16"

Prevent chipping when
making criticd cuts
When separating the marking knife
sheath from the handle, You get only
one chance to make a Perfect cut.
Chip-out wil l be impossible to hide. To
guarantee success, install a fine-tooth
blade and a zero-clearance insert in
your tablesaw. Then, to back the cut,
attach an auxiliary extension to the
miter gauge. WraP masking taPe
around the blank centered 2" from the
magnet end, and mark the cutl ine.
Then to keep the crosscut perfectly
square, wrap masking tape around the
blank near both ends. Align the cutl ine
with the blade and clamp a stopblock
to the extension to prevent the blank
from shifting during the cut. Apply
double-faced tape to the extension
and stick the blank to it. Now make
the cut, as shown below.

5%-1 uv4

57e"3/t6"V8

3/ro" groove

t/+" round-over routed
after assembly

g/a" hole t/e" deep
on bottom face

3/ ' raX3/aX31/2"

W-1 toolsteel

woodmagazine.com
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The more you
the more uses

learn about how to use
you'l l  f ind for them.

hetl 'rcr the job cal ls fbr cleaning
r"rp a rrortise. crafiin_l a dovetail

ioint.  or just shaving off a dried
glue glob. chisels rernain the tool to choose
1br these and other workshop tasks.

Chisels come in special izecl sizes and
clesigrrs. However, unless you need short
ancl small  chisels fol woodcarving or large
f}amin-g chisels that are ru_u-eed enou_lh to
be hamrnered irrto posts and beams. ihe
type yoir ' l l  reach for most is a beyel-.sir ler l

f inner clt isel. l ike t l iose pictLrred here.

Your chisel choices
You can br.ry most types and brands of chis-
e ls  ind iv idLra l ly  or  in  sets  o f  c l i f fb rent
widths. r.rsr-rally t/s-l" wide. For detail work.
such as c lose ly  spaced doveta i ls .  you ' l l  a lso

bevel-edge
ch ise l

want a r, /s"-wide chisel.  I f  you're doin-g
latr-9e mort ises. a chisel 1t/+-2" wide helps
yol l  cLlt  clean, even sides.

Most bevel-edge chisels have 21-31"
cLrtt ing bevels. Bevels are an-ulecl to sr.r i t  the
type of work the chisel was designed to do.
The cLrtt ing2T" bevel of a niort ising chisel.
l ike the one shown le.f i  to1t. is steeper than
the 24" bevel o1' the bevel-edge chisel.
shown le./ i  bottrtn. to reinfbrce the cutt irrg
ed-ue ancl keep i t  f l 'orr blunting or breaking
f ronr  mal le t  b lows.

The best chisel handle is t l ie orre yor-r f incl
nrost cor.r.rtortab I e. Practi ce -uri ppi n g cl i ffbr-
ent styles and diametels of chisel handles to

-get a t-eel fbr what best fits yor"rr hand while
r.rsir-r-e tl're chisel either alone or with il
mallct.  As fbr whether wood or plast ic han-
dles work best. our tests show no durabi l i ty
cl i l l 'erences between the two f i tr  rrost. iobs.

Heavy-cluty chisels r lacle fbr bi-u jobs.

such as t ir-nber franrin_t. tradit ional ly had
socket -s ty le  hanc l les .  That 's  where the
taperecl end of tl're wooden handle flts inside
a nretal socket on the blade. A metal f-errLrle
keeps the liandle fronr crackin,s. Orr a tan-g-
style handle, riglt. the shafi o1- the blade
extends to the inside of the handle.

A dul l  chisel isn't  just frLrstrat in-r.  i t 's
dan-9erous. So. rnake certain yor.rr chisels
are sharp before attemptin,g the practice
exercises on the tte.\ t  puge. ThoLr-uh honinc
tec l tn iqLtes ubot tnd.  vor . r  c i . In  get  i r t tpress i re
results Lrsing our sharpenin_s instnrct ions on
puge 54.

g rouno
+cu t t i ng  edge

bevel

- shou lde r

bolster

tang (not +
v is ib le)  ir l

r le x tend ing  I  -  j

i n t o  hand le

+ h a n d l e

+-hoop

d bevel 
1

*  mod is ing  ch ise l'%
" : ' t
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SIci l I  Br l i tde-s

Here's a four-step method for creating a
mortise using a V2" and a I" chisel.
Normally, you'd drill holes down the length
of your mortise and flatten the sides and
square off the ends with your chisels, but
the following procedure is meant to be
strictly for practice.

I Mark off your practice mortises on the
I edge of a piece of scrap lumber so their

width is slightly greater than the width of
the chisels you're using. For this exercise,
scribe mortises about Vz" wide by 2" long.
Clamp your practice scrap firmly in your
bench vise so the top edge is parallel to the
benchtop. Add a support block underneath
to keep it from shifting, if necessary.
j)Oefine the sides of each mortise using
fl either a utilitv knife or a mortise mark-
ing gauge. With your chisel perpendicular
to the wood's surface and the bevel facing
the waste side, use a mallet to make a pair

of stop cuts about Vt" -deep across the grain
at the ends of the mortise. Then, using your
widest available chisel, make %" deep cuts
with the grain into the mortise sides, as
shown above left.

QBrace the chisel close to the end for
9control, as shown above right, and use
your other hand to drive the chisel between
the edges of the mortise. Shave, don't pr!,

the wood until you reach your stop cuts.
Your goal is to develop precise conffol over
the movement of the chisel.

illCreate a new set of stop cuts on all four
'f 

sides and shave away the waste
between the cuts. Repeat this routine until
the mortise is at least 1Vz" deep, and then
move on to the next one. The mortise walls
should be smooth and venical.

If you don't have a dado set for your table-
saw or radial-arm saw, a chisel can clean
out waste between multiple saw cuts when
fine-tuning a dado. For practice, we cvt Vz"'
wide dadoes about two-thirds of the way
through the thickness of the wood and then
removed part of the waste using the saw.
I With the chisel's bevel side down,
I make shallow slices to determine the

direction of the grain. (The chisel will want
to follow the path of the grain.)
j)Cut in the direction where the grain
ftpushes the blade upward. If you feel
the chisel being pulled downward into the
wood, you're going in the wrong direction.
Use a mallet if you need extra cutting
power when working with hardwoods, but
switch to shallow, two-handed slicing cuts

as you near the bottom of the dado.
Practice making long slices until you're
nearly to the bottom of the saw kerfs, as
shown above left. Work slowly until you
get a feel for how the chisel handles both
with and without a mallet.

2 nip the chisel over and use the flat back
tlto clean and level the cut, making it
smooth and flush with the bottom of the
saw kerfs, as shown above right. Work
carefully around the edges to avoid tearing
out the wood there.

Chisels excel at this simple task, leaving a
smooth surface that's ready to sand. For
practice, we glued a handful of plugs into a
piece of oak scrap. Wait until the glue dries
before you begin practicing. For this exer-
cise, use a chisel wider than your plug.

I With the chisel held bevel side down,
I shave a slice of the topmost part of the

plug to determine its grain direction, as
shown at right. Again, you'll want to cut in
the direction where it feels like the grain is
pushing the chisel upward instead of
pulling it down into the surface of the scrap.
If you cut in the other direction, the plug
could split off beneath the face of the wood.

woodrnagazine.corn

!)Witfr the plug shaved to just above the
Asurface, flip the chisel over with the
bevel side up and press the chisel back firm-
ly against the face of the scrap. The flat

back of the chisel will keep the blade from
digging into the wood as you shave away
the rest of the plug flush with the surface of
the wood face, as shown above right. Q
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here's no high-tech here-no
electric motors, no batteries, not a
single moving part. Scrapers are just

a flexing, flat sheet of metal-a tool that's
been used for centuries to remove thin
layers of wood and leave a burnished
surface that's nearly ready to finish after
just light sanding.

A tiny hook along the edge (called a bun)
acts like a tiny plane, shaving just a wisp of
wood from the surface. A scraper's delicate
cut makes it invaluable for smoothing
inlays, spots where wood grains run in
different directions, and woods with hard-
to-plane grains, such as cherry.

Regardless of the wood type, scrapers
excel at removing planer marks and, using a
curved-edge scraper, some router ripples on
moldings. On flat surfaces, a scraper lets
you skip ahead to a220-grit or higher abra-
sive using a random-orbit sander.

Start with a scraper that's about .032"
thick. The thickness of the metal determines
the size of the burr you'll create along the
edge. Thin scrapers yield finer burrs that
won't damage delicate inlays. Thick scrap-
ers remove more wood with each pass.

Most rectangular scrapers cost less than
$4. We obtained a $12 set of four scrapers
(item 05K30.10) in different thicknesses
from Lee Valley Tools (800/871-8158 or
leevalley.com). A set of curved scrapers-
ideal for concave or convex surfaces-runs
about $10 (item 05K20.10). If you have a
mill file, sharpening stone, and an old /2"
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drill bit or tool with a hardened, round shaft
to use as a burnisher, you're all set.

Scraping along
Scrapers can be pushed or pulled. Pushing
makes it easier to flex the blade with your
thumbs as you work. Avoid bending the
scraper too much or you'll create a wash-
board of shallow depre.ssions in panels or
wide boards. Pulling gives you added con-
trol and makes it easier to see what sort of
shavings you're making. Your best bet is to
practice both techniques until you decide
what feels right. Either way, always lift the
blade from your workpiece as you reposi-
tion the scraper for the next stroke.

Check the waste left behind by your
scraper as you work. You should see tiny
curls like the ones shown above when
pushing the scraper and what look like lacy
layers of wood on a diagonal pull stroke. If
all you're making is sawdust, increase or
adjust the angle of the burr or the angle
you're holding the scraper.

Practice will teach you the best angle for
scraping. Try this for starters: Hold your
sharpened scraper 90o to the wood surface.
Lightly pull or push it with little downward
pressure and slowly tilt the scraper in the
direction it's moving until you feel the burr
start to bite into the wood. Suqprise, it takes
only a slight angle before the burr stalts to
catch on the wood, and just a bit more angle
before you start making curls.

Your scraping technique will need to

change slightly with each use because the
burr angle changes a bit every time you bur-
nish the edge and as it wears. Consistently
position yourself next to your workpiece so
you can make the longest strokes possible.
Avoid short scraping strokes like those
you'd make with a paint scraper.

Hone 'em and hook tem
Scrapers are no harder to sharpen than a
plane blade or chisel, and there's a bonus:
You can create four fresh burrs at each
sharpening session.

I New scrapers may have perfectly
I machined edses readv to be burnished.

Eventually, thoulh, you;ll need to square
off both long edges before burnishing them.
First, flatten the old bun by lightly rubbing
the faces of the scraper with a medium-grit
shalpening stone about Vz" from the edges,
as shown below.

)Win the scraper clamped in a vice, file
Erthe edges flat and straisht. We cut a %"
deep rabbet into an oulf ,.rup roughly
zAxlr/2x4" to brace the file so it would ride
flat along the edge, as shown below.
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Qnny rod of hardened steel can serve as
tfa burnisher. We used the neck of a
chisel (with a protective cap on the cutting
edge for safety). A round screwdriver
shaft, an old V2" dri,ll bit, or a burnishing
specialty tool also works. Start by securing
the scraper tightly in a vice between two
blocks so that no edges are being pressed
into the blocks or the sides of the vice.
Press the burnisher firmly against the
scraper edge, as shown below, and draw it
along the length of the edge until you feel
a consistent lip start to form along both
sides of the edge

1l Create an angled bun by riding the
?burnisher along both sides of the edge
at a 5o downward angle, as illustrated
below. It's better to make several passes
using moderate pressure than try to form a
burr in a single pass. A 5o angle handles
most scraping jobs. Use less angle for fine
scraping and up to 10o for heavy work. To
turn a scraper into a multi-purpose tool,
create different angles on different edges.

Burnisher at 5o angle
to form burr

Grip the scraper with your fingers pressing
against the center in back and your thumbs
gripping the left and right edges. Press the
back with your fingers to flex the scraper
slightly so that the center touches the wood
but the corners don't dig in. Pull the
scraper toward you, experimenting with
the angle until you consistently remove a
surface layer in curls. After you master

this basic pull stroke, hold the cutting edge
at an angle, as shown at lower left, as you
pull it toward you. This sheering action
produces long, thin ribbons of wood and
leaves a light surface sheen.

Curved scrapers, such as the one at lower
right, can be used in combinations to
smooth a wide variety of molding profiles
and curved workpieces.

Now try scraping
on the push stroke.
Hold the scraper at
the edges and this
time use your
thumbs to give it
an outward bow-
ing flex, as shown
at left.

Using a broad pencil, make wavy
lines along the width and length of a
piece of scrapwood. Practice mak-
ing end-to-end passes with your
scraper. The pencil marks show how
wide a path your scraper makes on
both the push and pull strokes, as
shown at right. This exercise also
shows the amount of material
removed with each pass and
whether you've made an even burr
along the scraper's edge. Scrapers
work both with the grain and per-
pendicular to it, so practice scraping
both ways on your scrap.lF
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The first hand tool everv t
power-tool woodworker heeds
Fluring the past 100 years, the block plane has remained
U 

"rsentially 
unchanged in form and. function. It's a compact and

rigid one-handed plane capable of producing whisper-thin wood
shavings. \trItrether removing milling marks from the edge of a jointed

board, trimming the end of a tenon, or softening the hard edges of a bed
post, the diminutive block plane seryes even power-tool devotees well.
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Part l:Tluee jobs a block plure does better than a power tool
Tools with motors cut faster and with less effort than many hand tools, to be sure. But the quiet and simple
block plane performs some tasle better and faster without all the racket.

Smoothing end grain. You won't
believe how glass-smooth your cross-
grain cuts (such as dovetails, box joints,

and tenons) can be until you've sliced them
clean with a shary block plane. Power-tool
crosscuts in hardwoods can burn (as shown in
the photo, at left) and softwoods may fuzz.
Trying to sand away those imperfections caus-
es even more fuzztng.

To clean up end-grain cuts, secure the work-
piece in a vise with the end grain up. It's easy
to blow out the end of the cut as the plane exits
the workpiece, so clamp on a scrapwood back-
ing board or slightly chamfer the trailing edge
before making your first cut. Cut shallow on
end grain; you should be able to peel off a thin
shaving like the one shown atright.If the plane
chatters across the cut, sharpen the blade
and/or back out the blade slightly.

Planing edge grain. Think a jointer
gives you a perfect gluing surface? Think
again. Any rotating cutter, including

router bits and a power planer, creates a series
of closely spaced scallops, as shown at near
right. A few quick sfrokes with a block plane
levels those peaks and valleys into a truly
smooth surface for gluing (far right).

Obviously, wood cuts easier with the grain
than across it, so you can cut a little deeper in
this situation. If your block plane has an
adjustable throat opening, close it so just a sliv-
er of light peeks between it and the blade.
Without this limitation, the knife tends to
"dive" into the grain and then bounce back up,
breaking off the shaving and leaving the wood
with a rough surface.

Don't try to remove too much wood at once when planing end grain. This translucent
walnut shaving is just about perfect.

Looking close up at the edge of this power-jointed board (left) reveals a not-so-smooth
surface that can weaken a glue joint. A few shallow passes with a sharp block plane
removed the scallops and left a noticeably smoother edge (right).

ai Chamfering. To soften the sharp edge
(where two adjoining faces meet on, say,

Y a table leg or bed post, you might be
tempted to reach for your router or a sanding
block. By the time youy'ndyour chamfering bit
(much less install it), you could have knocked
off those hard edges with a block plane with
less effort and smoother results than sandpaper.
Not only is a block plane faster, but it also can
chamfer in ways power tools cannot, such as
creating a tapered or asymmetrical chamfer.

Simply breaking an edge requires no special
insfructions: Set the plane's cuffing depth for a
light cut, then make a few passes holding the
plane at about a 45o angle to one face of the
workpiece. For wide, tapered, or asymmetrical
chamfers, draw layout lines, as shown at right,
then gradually plane down to the lines. I

woodmagazine.com

Draw layout lines to define the limits of the chamfer on a table leg. As you plane, adjust the
angle of the tool on the table leg as needed to meet the lines.
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Whether it's an antique or fresh out of the bod
block plane sing by following this ttuee-step process.

Part 2: How to tune a

ost first-time plane users get
discouraged by their init ial
attempts at using the tool

because they try to remove too thick a shav-
ing with a dull blade. Truth is, all hand
planes-even the brand new ones-need a

little TLC before they'll cut properly. A
well-tuned plane glides across your work-
piece, leaving a super-smooth surface,
ready for finishing.

Before you begin your tune-up, disassem-
ble the plane and inspect it for any missing

or damaged parts (see the drawing beloyv)
or rough areas left over from the manufac-
turing process. Replace parts if necessary,
and file rough areas smooth. Once you're
satisfied, reassemble the tool, including
instal l ing the blade.

This drawing shows the anatomy of a typical block
plane, although the specific adjustment mechanisms
may differ depending on the model.

The body comprises the bed, which establishes
the angle between the blade and the so/e-the flat
bottom of the body. Many block planes have a throat
adjustment plate that slides forward or backward to
control the amount of material the plane removes with
each pass. The front knob serves two purposes: to
secure the throat adjustment plate on planes so
equipped and to provide a place for your index finger
(or other hand) for better control.

A hole (or sometimes a notch) in the blade engages
the depth-adjustment mechanism. Turning the knob
clockwise projects the blade farther through the sole
causing the plane to cut deeper; counterclockwise
rotation withdraws it. To ensure that the cutting edge
of the blade parallels the sole, a lateral-adjustment
mechanism rotates the blade slightly on the bed.
fhe bver cap secures the blade to the bed with help
from the lock knob (or lock lever, on some planes).

Lever cap screw

Lever cap Lock knob

Depth-adjustment
mechanism

Front knob

Body

Throat adjustment plate



Sane your sole. The sole of a Plane
must be perfectly flat to ensure good
results, and the smoother you can

make it, the less friction you'll have to over-
come when using it. Flattening (or lapping)
the sole can take hours, depending on the
condition of the plane, so stick with it and
you'll be rewarded with a plane that practi-
cally sails across the wood.

For this step, you'll need a piece of plate
glass at least 10x10" (we paid about $10 for
a 1'square of Vq" plate at a local glass outlet);
automotive wet/dry sandpaper sheets in grits
180, 220, 320, and 600; and a light-dutY
lubricant (we use WD-40). To keep the black
slurry from getting under your fingernails,
don a pair of inexpensive latex gloves.

A plane's body changes shape slightly
depending on whether the lever cap is tight-
ened, so lap the sole in the tightened state.

Before you begin, retract the blade into the
throat of the plane at least Vtz", then secure
the lever cap snugly.

Place a sheet of the 180-grit abrasive on the
plate glass, then generously wet it with lubri-
cant. Holding the paper on the glass with one
hand, gnp the plane as shown in the photo at

W and slide the tool forward and backward
using moderate hand pressure. To get the
most out of the abrasive, use the full width of
ttre paper equally as you lap.

After a few minutes of lapping, turn the
plane over, wipe it with a cloth or paper
towel, and examine the sole. You should see
some shiny areas and others that appear dull,
as shown above right. Continue lapping,
rotating the sandpaper and the plane body
180' about every 10 minutes to cancel any
unintentional left+o-right bias. Add more
lubricant to keep the abrasive wet, and

The shiny surfaces of this sole have been
sanded flat after about three minutes of
lapping. lt'll take many more strokes to
flatten the dull, dished-out areas.

change paper as needed. When the sole
appears uniformly shiny, you know it's flat.

The job isn't quite yet done, however.
Repeat the lapping process using progres-
sively higher grits until the sole looks highly
polished. This step won't take nearly as long
as the initial flattening.

ff Sharpen the blade. Make no

1/ mistake-the most important part of a
H tranO plane is its razor-sharp blade.
No matter how well you tune the rest of the
tool, you'll be disappointed if you try to cut
with a dull blade. Remove the blade from
the plane body and sharpen it using your
favorite method. If you haven't done much
sharpening, check out "Hone Super-Sharp
Edges With Waterstones" on page 54 for a
fast way to put an edge on your cutting
tools. Just keep these points in mind:

t Sharpen early. Even a brand new plane
blade needs to be sharpened, so don't
expect to get perfect results right out of the
box. Know, too, that because of the way
plane blades are manufactured, a new blade
may dull rapidly at first, perhaps within
10-15 strokes. Hang in there: After several
sharpenings, it will begin to hold its edge
much longer.
a Sharpen often. Don't wait until the tool
starts to chatter like a Model T on a cobble-
stone road before you sharpen the blade. At

the first sign of dulling (you'll start to feel
like you're forcing the blade through the
wood), pull it out and sharpen it. You'll find
it faster and easier to clean up an edge that's
still fairly sharp.
t Stickwith one bevel, Some sharpening
gurus suggest that adding a microbevel (a
slightly steeper bevel at the edge of the
primary cutting bevel) lengthens the life of
a sharp edge, and it can. But for accuracy
and controlled planing, you can't beat a true
single bevel.

blade by tightening the lever cap screw,
then make a test cut in the edge grain of a
scrap of soft wood. If the plane brings up
only a smattering of wood dust from the
edge, set the cut a little deeper by unlocking
the blade and rotating the depth-adjustment
mechanism Vs tum. Make another test cut,
and repeat the process until you pull up a
nice thin shaving, as shown below. A plane
set to cut too deep requires a fair amount of
force and yields a thick, stiff shaving.
Retract the blade Va nrn and try again. i

fi Assemble and adiust. Install the

{,sharpened blade in your plane with
lftrr" ieuet cap screw (or lever) loose
enough to allow blade movement, and snug
enough to prevent the blade from falling
out. Block plane blades go ih with the bevel
up, rather than down like other planes, and
the depth-adjustment mechanism should
engage the notch or hole in the bottom of
the blade.

Holding the plane as shown below, sight
down the sole and turn the depth-adjustment

mechanism until the blade is at its maxi-
mum cutting depth. (On planes with an
adjustable throat plate, you may also need
to open the throat completely.) Now, still
eyeballing down the sole of the tool, use the
lateral adjustment mechanism-or your
fingers if your block plane lacks this
mechanism-to make the cutting edge
parallel to the sole. (See photo below.)

Now retract the blade into the plane body
until it appears as a barely visible shadow
when sighting down the sole. Lock the

Bring the sole to eye level when making
blade adjustments. Looking into the front of
the plane gives you a good view.

woodrnagazine.com

This blade is set a little too deep and needs
to be rotated slightly because the right edge
is higher than the left.

should be able to shear off a gossamer-thin
shaving in edge grain and end grain.

With a good sharp blade set properly, you



ow that we've sold you on the idea
that even power-tool woodworkers
should own a block plane, you're

probably ready to run out and buy one. Not
so fast: Make sure you get a low-angle
model. (See box on the next page.) Although
they look similar, we found key differences
between today's models, and as is often the
case, the difference is in the details.

Three crualities we found
in the gieat planes
t Flat sole. The sole of a block plane must
be flaL as described in Part 2. Because we
prefer to spend our time using planes instead
of preparing them for use, the flatter the sole
out of the box, the better.

First, we eyeballed flatness using a
machinist' s straightedge against each plane' s
sole, then looked for light between the two.
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The Anant 60Vz and the Stanley l2-960had
obvious imperfections.

But the true test of flatness came when we
lapped the soles of all the planes (as shown
on page 5I), a process that revealed even
minute differences in flatness. The Lie-
Nielsen 60t/z and 102 shone (literally) after
only a few minutes of lapping, with the
Veritas 05P22.01 and 05P27.02 nearly as
flat. It took more than two hours of lapping
to make the lower-priced Anant and Stanley
planes acceptable.
t Easfi accurate blade adjustments.
This perforrnance area includes setting the
cutting depth, adjusting the blade cant (rota-
tion of the blade to make the cutting edge
parallel to the sole), and locking the blade.
On all of the tested planes, a knob turns in
and out to set the blade deeper or shallower,
and all were easy to use.

We did, however, find big differences in
the each tool's backlash (the amount you
have turn the knob before it advances or
retracts the blade). The Anant scored worst
with %-turn of backlash; the Veritas planes
scored best, requiring only Vs tufir until the
blade moved.

The Veritas planes also use a single
pivoting arm to adjust both the cutting
depth and blade cant. Swinging the Veritas
planes' depth adjustment mechanism to the
left or right rotates the blade. We prefer the
precision of this system to the somewhat
sloppy lateral-adjustment systems found on
the Anant and Stanley. The Lie-Nielsens
lack a lateral-adjustment mechanism; fine-
tuning is done manually by shifting the
blade, a task that requires a practiced hand.

Once adjusted, you must lock the blade in
place, and Stanley's lever lock is the most
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Why a low-angle plane?
Good question. All oT the iested planes use a blade that's ground to a 25" bevel and

held in the tool at an angle of about 12o. Combined, that places the cutting angle at

about 37o, compared to a standard block-plane cutting angle of 45o. (See photo

betow.) The standard angle works well in face grain and edge grain because it's easy

to part the soda-strawlike wood fibers.
On a low-angle block plane, the shallow cutting angle helps the blade cut more

efficiently in end grain. Yet, it still cuts well going with and across the grain,

making it the more versatile of the two styles.

These two Lie-Nielsen block planes are identical except for the cutting angles:
The standard-angle 103 (left) and the low-angle 102 (right).

difficult to use while holding the blade in
position. Anant's small lock knob inside
the lever cap is a bit better, but we like the
large thumbwheel on the Lie-Nielsen and
Veritas planes.
r Thick blade, When the going gets
rough, a thick blade resists flexing (and thus
chatter) better than a thinner blade. The
blades of the Anant and Stanley planes
measured about 30 percent thinner than the
rest of the tested planes, which contributed
to their lower cut-quality.

The top guns in our plane test
By the time the shavings had settled, the
Lie-Nielsen 60Vz emerged as our Top
Tool. Whether planing end grain, edge
grain, or chamfers, in both hardwoods and
softwoods, we kept coming back to this
clean-cutting tool. It proved virtually
dead-flat out of the box and just feels right
in our hands: substantial without being
cumbersome to use for an extended peri-
od. Although we wish the Lie-Nielsen
60t/z had a lateral-adjustment mechanism,

# ; j
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Tool tester/technical consultant Tirn Peters
heads the woodworking department at
Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa,
California. A master woodworker for 24
years, Tim's collegiate program focuses
on teaching proper handtool use to
woodworkers of all skill levels.

we found the adjustments easy and the
blade lock secure.

For less than haH the price, the Veritas
05P27.02 performed nearly on par with
the Top Tool, making it our Top Value.
Though smaller and lighter than many of
the other tested planes, the nicelY
machined 05P27.02 tucks neatly into an
apron pocket, and its combination blade
depthAateral adjuster is a joy to use. i
Written by Dave Campbellwith Tim Peters
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

I
cALL / cucr

o
u
$lr/f/;,rud/i,il#

iliplii
/ff^t/ffo'

|  |  l c u r l,O I IOUALITYI
S r<, t- -7'u/ru/s/s/g/st;

ANANT 6OY2 131+x61/q Y 13la .081 s L D D D I e B 23.8 $3s 800/356-2195 rlarson.com

LIE.NIELSEN
601/z 13lq x 61lq 13la .128',W M B B U 26.4 150

8001327-2520 lie-nielsen.com
102 1 1 l z x 5 1 l q N 1 1 l a .122"W M B N/A B B e l s U 15.4 95

STANLEY 12-960 131+x61/a Y 13la .084" L L D D D O I  E 23.5 45 860t782-6539 stanleyworks.com

VERITAS
o5P22.O'l2x63la 1 e/ro .128',W P I B B  l e l e B B I B c 28.0 100

800/871-8158 leevalley.com
05P27.0215lex51 lz N 31rc.128'W P BN/A B c 15 .3 74

5. Including blade

6. Prices current at time
of article's production
and do not include
shipping, where apPlicable.

(C) Canada
(E) England
( l )  I nd ia

(U) United States

I Excellent

tr Above average

I Average

E Below average

M Throat not adjustable

(L) Lever
(S) Thumbscrew
(W) Thumbwheel

(L)  Lateraladjust ingarm
(M) Manual
(P) Pivot arm

' 1 .

2 .
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2,000-9rit
Shapton

V\Ihen was the last time
your chisels and planes cut
through wood like'butter?
Never? Follovu fim Peters'
e:qrert advice and create
razor-sharp tool edges
primed for peak
performcutce.

recision woodworking requires
tools with a keen edge. So when
woodworking instructor Tim Peters

needs a plane or chisel able to effortlessly
skim fine curls from a board, he uses a
sharpening system that leaves an absolutely
flat, razorlike, mirror-fi nish edge.

The key to his system is a combination of
four Japanese waterstones. These synthetic
sharpening stones consist of fine abrasive
particles, such as natural clay and carbide,
molded into blocks with a ceramic binder.

Peters, a master woodworker for 24years,
heads the woodworking department at
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Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa,
California. After years of experimenting
with hundreds of dollars in sharpening
stones from different manufacturers, he has
settled on the following four:
r A 700-grit Bester stone for removing

grinding marks left behind when the tool
was made or reground.

r A 1,200-grit Bester stone for intermediate
honing to remove the marks left by the
previous stone.

r A 2,000-grit Shapton stone to begin the
edge polishing process.

r A 8,000-grit Takenoko stone to give
bevels a mirror edge.
(For WOODa magazine readers, Hida

Tool and Hardware Co. is offering a
collection of all four stones for a special
discounted price of $165 through 2004. See
Sources on page 56 for details.)

Each stone is essential to the sharpening
process. Bypassing the intermediate stones
creates the same problem as skipping sand-
paper grits: You'll work longer with the
fine-grit stone to remove the tiny scratches
left by coarser stones than if you had
progressed from one stone to the next.

Accessories to have on hand before you
begin include a container of water for soak-
ing the stones, clean rags or towels to soak
up spills and wipe down tools, and an
anti-rust protector. WOOD magazine tests
(issue #154) show that Boeshield T-9 (see
Sources on page 5Q is the most effective
rust fighter. Bevel gauges, water pans, and
honing guides are some of the accessories
available to make sharpening easier and
more accurate (see Sources).

Prepare the stones
To start the process, soak the stones in
water for 2-5 minutes or until they stop
releasing bubbles into the water. After
soaking, flatten all four stones before using
them to ensure a perfectly level honing sur-
face. Peters uses an absolutely flat $500
Shapton diamond hone for this. A far less
expensive, yet effective, alternative is a
sheet of 150-grit silicon carbide, wet/dry
abrasive paper atop a piece of r/s"-thick
glass that's about 12" square.

Thoroughly moisten your wet/dry abra-
sive paper and lay it flat on the glass. The
water creates a suction between the paper
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Scratch marks on a waterstone, like those in
the one to the left, mean it's time to re-flatten
the surface on a sheet of moistened abrasive.

and glass to hold the abrasive in place. To
avoid contaminating fine stones with coarse
particles, flatten your 8,000-grit stone first
and work your way down to the 700-grit
stone. Rub the stone back and forth and
then in a circular motion on the paper, as
shown in Photo A, until you no longer see
scratch marks from prior use. Water pools
evenly on the surface of a flattened stone,
not just in the center or at the edges.

Thoroughly rinse your sandpaper
between stones and rinse each stone under
running water before you begin sharpening.

How to care
for rrvaterstones
Waterstones are an investment that
can last for years with minimal care.

r Some people store thelr water-
stones in water, but it's not a practice
Peters recommends because it can
degrade some types of stones and
causes bits of trapped metal to rust,
discoloring the stone.

I Never contaminate waterstones with
oil or sil icone lubricants that would
harm the stones' ability to work.

r Prevent damp stones from freezing,
which could cause them to crack.

r Store stones where they won't
become nicked or cracked. A sealable
plastic container provides a place to
both store and soak stones.

I Peters removes the wooden bases
on his stones by carefully bandsawing
the stone free. This isn't a necessity,
but it makes the stones easier to soak
and store together. lf you want to
remove the bases on your stones,
don't try to pry the stone loose from
the wood. The stone will shatter
before the glue releases.

woodmagazine.com

Letts sharpen some tools
We'lI show how to hone chisels here,
but the concept is the same for plane
blades and other cutting tools. Your
goal: Create a perfectly flat bevel and
back that connect at,a straight, sharp
edge. Until you gain experience, focus
on consistency and control. Speed will
come later.

Lay your flattened and soaked stones
on a surface that will hold them still as
you work. We used newspapers here,
but a small piece of router mat works
just as well and can be washed off
during and after use.

Begin sharpening a chisel or
plane blade by flaftening the back.
Working first with the 700-grit stone,
hold the tool blade perpendicular to the
long edge of the waterstone with about
Vz" of the back flat against the stone, as
shown in Photo B. Don't flatten the
entire back of the tool all at once; just
remove the grind marks near the bevel.

Move the tool back and forth across
the entire length of the stone while
applying light to moderate pressure.
Develop a consistent hand position and
motion to repeat here and with the
remaining three stones. You'll do both
the back and the bevel before moving on
to the next stone and finishing with the
8,000-grit polishing stone.

Now' let's hone tle bevel. With one
hand, hold the tool at a constant angle.
Use the fingertips of your other hand to
firmly and evenly press the bevel
against the stone, as shown in Photo G.

Use the whole surface of the stone to
avoid hollowing out the middle or one
edge. Your technique will improve with
practice, so don't do your best chisels
first. Wait to sharpen plane blades and
nuurow chisels until after you've gained
experience. That extra blade width helps
you maintain a consistent angle because
it's easier for your fingertips to feel
when the bevel is firmly pressed against
the stone.

If you still need help getting a consis-
tent angle on the bevel of narrow chisels
or plane blades, consider using a guide,
such as the one shown in Photo D. There
are several types available; choose one
with a wide support wheel that won't
dig into the surface of the stone.

At first, check your progress after
every three or four strokes to correct any
effors as you work. Use the trouble-
shooting chart on page 56 to help you

Begin by flattening the back of the chisel. One
hand applies pressure to the blade while the
other holds the tool perpendicular to the stone.

For all but the narrowest chisels, use two
fingers to distribute pressure on the bevel while
honing. Hold the other hand at a constant level.

Use a honing guide until you develop a feel for
pressing a chisel or plane blade bevel flat
against the sharpening stone.
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bevel and flat chisel back produce an
sharp enough to make the thinnest of
ngs, even in end grain.

spot flaws in your technique and undo them
before they become problem habits.

After you've achieved a consistent sur-
face on both the back and bevel. it's time to
move on to the next stone until you reach
the 8,000-grit polishing stone. You're ready
to change stones when all the scratches
made by the previous stone have been
removed. First, however, rinse and wipe the

"Give me six hours to chop
dovvn a tree and I will

spend the first four
sharpening the axe."

-Abraham Lincoln

tool to remove all honing residue that could
contaminate the finer stones.

As you hone on the two coarser stones,
you'll feel, or perhaps see, a fine wire edge
form. This will disappear before you're fin-
ished. As you progress from one stone to
the next, your goal is to polish over the
scratches left by the previous stone.

By the time you complete the 8,000-grit
stage, the cutting edge should have a mirror
finish. Rinse and dry the tool, then give it a
coat of waterproofing (being careful not to
let it come in contact with the waterstones).
Test your sharpening skills by skimming a
curl of wood from the end of a piece of
scrap, as shown in Photo E. The stones
should be allowed to dry before storage.

Preserve this razor-sharp edge by using
inexpensive chisel guards (see Sources)
that cover the tip. dl

Sources
Waterstones. Hida Tool Co. is offering the Bester 700
and 1200, Shapton 2000, and Takenoko 8000 waterstones
used by Tim Peters for $165 plus $10.50 shipping and
handling (California residents add 8.75 percent sales tax),
nearly $20 off the regular price if sold separately, When
ordering, mention the"WO)D magazine special." To reach
Hida Tool, call 800/443-5512 or visit hidatool.com. Mail
orders may be sent to Hida Tool & Hardware Co., 1333 San
Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA94702. This special offer expires
December 31, 2004.

Honing guide. Veritas Sharpening System with
honing guide and angle jig (05M02.10, $34.95). Contact
Lee Valley Tools, 800/871-8158; leevalley.com.

Sharpening accessories, Accessories for easier,
more accurate results include a bevel gauge (50K09.01,
$3.95) and Stone Pond sharpening stone soaker and holder
(05M20.06, $44.50). Contact Lee Valley Tools.

Ghisel guards. Set of 10 chisel guards (33E01.01,
$4.50) is from Lee Valley Tools.

Anti-rust protectant. Boeshield T-9, Contact PMS
Products, Inc,, 800/962-1 732; boeshield.com.

lI
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A flat
edge
shavi

How to Troubleshoot Berrcl Sharpening Mistakes

Problem:
Honing marks show
more on one side of
the bevel than the
other.

Solution:
Narrow chisels (.h-r/r")
present a small contact
area between the bevel
and the stone, making
it hard to keep the
blade flat as you hone.
Use a honing guide or
practice first on wide
chisels to develop a
routine before moving
on to narrow ones.

Problem:
Honing marks appear
wider at the bottom
than the top or are
only on one end of
the bevel.

Solution:
Check your progress
frequently as you hone
and concentrate on
keeping your handle
angle consistent, even
if that means lightening
up on your honing
pressure.

Problern:
Honing marks don't
reach the center of
the bevel.

Wheel grinders leave a
shallow concave,
called a hollow ground,
so grinding marks in
the center are the last
ones removed by a flat
stone. Continue honing
until you have a
uniform surface, which
signals a flat bevel.

Problem:
Multiple facets show
on the bevel.

Solution:
lf your chisel looks l ike
this after grinding, go
back and even out the
bevels unti l you have a
uniform surface. lf this
is a result of honing,
focus on making
stable, consistent arm
and hand movements
as the bevel travels
back and forth across
the stone.

Problem:
Not knowing when
to stop.

Solution:
This bevel is nearly
finished. (Note the
remaining scratches on
the upper left.) A few
more passes on the
8,000-9rit stone wil l
leave a polished
surface and a sharp
edge. The ideal bevel
will reflect a flash of
light off the surface the
way sunlight f lashes off
a mirror.
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As part of a bqdroom suite, or just by itself,
the design of this handsome piece of furniture
appears as foe$h andvigorols today as it did
a century a€[o.

l

fu,*

The series continu€s,..
Interested in building matching pieces or a complete bedroom ensemble?
You'f l find plans for the bed in the october 2004 issue, the nightstand in
the November 2004 issue, the mirror on page 22, and the blanket chest in
the February 2005 issue. Visit woodmagazine.com/rlissiorr for dozens of
downloadable mission furniture woodworking plans.
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r Overall dimensions are 44" wide x
21" deep x 53" high.
I For the board feet of lumber and
other items needed to build this
project, see page 69.

FJlhis tall Arts & Crafts dresser, styled- 
| 

-with 
corbels and arched lower rails,

- offers ample drawer and cabinet
storage. As an option, you can outfit the
dresser with the mirror shown in the inset
photo, below left. See page 22.

First, build the case
I From /+" birch plywood, cut the sides
I (R), divider (B), case top (C), cabinet

shelf (D), large drawer shelf and bottom
(E), small drawer shelves (F), and

adjustable shelves (G) to the sizes listed i n
the Materials List. Then from quarlersawn
white oak, cut the side bands (H), divider
band (l), and adjustable shelf bands (J) to
size. Glue and clamp the bands to the mat-
ing parts, where shown on Drawing 1.
When the glue dries. sand the bands flush.
j)Cut 7+" rabbets-%" deep and3A" dadoes
AlA" deep in the sides (A/H), and 3/+"

dadoes -/s" deep in one face of the divider
(B/I), case top (C), and cabinet shelf (D),
where dimensioned on Drawings 1 and 2.
Then lay out hole centers and drill t/1"

shelf-pin holes in the left side and divider
with a brad-point bit.
Note: Because the divider (B) fits into a
3/s"-deep dado in the case top (C), there is
a 3h" dffirence in the distance from the top
of the divider and sides (A) to the upper
dadoes. To avoid misalignment, carefully

follow the dimensions on Drawing 2. The
same 3/e" dffirence also applies to the lay-
out of the shelf-pin holes.

Qfor fastening the top (W) to the case
9later. drill -7r:" countersunk shank holes
and form-%0" slots t/2" longin the case top
(C), where shown on Drawings 1 and 3.
rl finish-sand the areas of the left side
= (A), divider (B), case top (C), and cab-
inet shelf (D) that will become the inside
surfaces of the cabinet. Then inserting riser

e/o+" shank hole, countersunk on back

E cnse

e/q" rabbel s/a" deep

s/ee" shank hole, countersunk on bottom face

1g',-f-351/4"

t
I

n #8 x 11/2" F.H. wood screw
l\-__-_-/
i

%0" chamfers
on front edges

t
3"

I

l[ eorroM sEcloN vtEW DETATL

Z >1e"---------___-zt
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s/q" rabbel Te" deep
37.

_+]

T - l

a7- 1gt7o

I
g"

t/a" holes
7a" deep

@

'i, 
".1
l"l
_l

I
L
2',
2"

1-
t

D

7+" dadoes
7e" deep

s/q" rabbet

,%" 

deep

353/q"

451/q'

R IGHT S IDE
(lnside face shown)

left ends are against the divider trim (K).
Rout /ro" chamfers on the band front edges,
where shown on Drawing 1. Glue and
clamp the bands to the case top (C), cabinet
shelf (D), large drawer shelf and bottom
(E), and small drawer shelves (F). To
ensure that the band edges stay flush with
their mating parts during assembly, see the
simple workshop helper on page 34.

lCut the front and back rails (N) to size
I so their ends are flush with the outside
of the case. Using a fairing stick, draw the
arch shown on Drawing 1 on the front rail,
and bandsaw and sand it to shape. Finish-
sand the rails, and glue and clamp them to

\ %" rabbet
Ta" deep H

F

\vo" dadoes

/ 
Va" deep

@

s/q" rabbel

,s/a '  

deeo 

,

Front

LEFT SIDE
(lnside face shown)

blocks under the parts for clamp clearance,
assemble the case, as shown in Photos A. B.
and C.

f Check the distance between the case top
g(C) and cabinet shelf (D), and cut the
dividertrim (K) to size. Rout %e" chamfers on
the front edges, where shown on Drawing 1,
and finish-sand it. Glue and clamp the
divider trim to the divider (B/I) so the fronr
edge protrudes t5/t6" beyond the divider
band (I), where shown on Drawing 3a.
llCut the long bands (L) so the ends are
lf flush with the outside of the case. Cut
the short bands (M) so the iight ends are
flush with the outside of the case and the

DIV IDER
(Left face shown)

the bottom (E) and long band (L), where
shown on Drawings 1 and 1a.
(lCut the back (O) to size so the edges are
9flush with the outside surfaces of the
sides (A), rop (C), and botom (E). Drill
countersunk screw holes where shown on
Drawing 1. Finish-sand the upper left-hand
portion of the back that will be behind the
adjustable shelves.

Make the sides
I Cut the stiles (P), upper rails (Q), lower
I rails (R), and muntins (S) to size. With

a dado blade in your tablesaw, cut centered
t/q" grooves 5/t6" deep in the inside edges of

@/o

Glue and clamp the case top (C) and cabinet
shelf (D) to the side (A/H) and the divider
(B/l) with the front edges flush. Drill counter-
sunk holes through the case top, cabinet
shelf, and side (A/H) and into the divider and
shelves (C, D). Drive the screws.

@/@

:W*P*= \
d'{s

!

Glue and clamp the three small drawer
shelves (F) between the right side (A/H) and
the divider (B/l) with all the front edges ftush.
Drill countersunk holes through the side and
into the shelves and drive the screws. Let
the glue dry.
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E;
Glue and clamp the left side (A/H)to the
case top (C) and cabinet shelf (D). Add the
large drawer shelf and bottom (E). Keep all
the front edges flush. Drill countersunk holes
through the sides and into the case top,
shelves, and bottom. Drive the screws.
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TOP SECTION
VIEW DETAIL

_ 19y2" E sroe
3/ro" slot 1/2" long

%o" chamfer

413/q '

61AaE

1/q" groove
s/ro" dggp

the stiles. bottom edges of the
upper rails. top edges of the lower
rai ls, and both edges of the
muntins, where shown on
Drawing 4. Now form the tenons
shown on Drawing 4a on the rails
and muntins, checking them for a
snug fit in the grooves.

;
t*
Step I Outfit your tablesaw with a tall auxil-
iary fence and a zero-clearance insert with a
%" splitter. Position the fence to center the
board on the blade.

woodmagazine.com

@ sroe rENoN
DETA!LS

I Using a la i r ing s t ick .
&l draw the arch shown
on Drawing 4b on the
lorver rails. and saw and
sand them to shape.

Q For the side panels
tJrtt .  resaw in half  two
3/+x6Vrax473/+" boards.

" chamfers
I r
21/z'

@ loweR RAIL

234a"

L-
I

41/z'

t- /+ 'grooves
s/ro" deep,
centered

%0" chamfers

l
l
| 

'nu

grooves
o" deep

1/q'

5A

-h=O

f==
l i

41/z'

41/z'
j-
-(7u a)-

To resaw wide boards without a bandsaw,
see the sidebar, below. Plane the resulting
pieces to V+" thick, testing the fit in the side
frame grooves. The panels will be book-)q

I.,OW.TECH RESAWING TOR WIDE BOARDS
A 6"-wide board is about the limit for resawing on a 14" bandsaw you have is a standard bandsaw, or no bandsaw at all? Here's
without a riser block. So how do you resaw something wider if all how to do it with your tablesaw and a l itt le elbow grease.

F
F

t/a"spacer

ll$i"n"""'''%
T

G
Step 2 Working alternately from both
edges, make a series of shallow cuts, pro-
gressively raising the blade until reaching
the maximum cutting depth of the saw.

Step 3 Insert a 7a" spacer in one saw kerf,
and clamp the board in your bench vise. Use
a handsaw to cut through the web between
the keds cut with the tablesaw.
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t  
%0" chamfer: ,

z {  R = 1 "

t/q" chamter t

Leave %a"
clearance
between
door and
side band Qf.

I Cut the corbels (V) to size. Make four
I copies of the corbel full-size pattern on
the WOOD Patternso insert, and adhere
them to the parts with spray adhesive.
Bandsaw and sand the corbels to shape,
remove the patterns, and finish-sand them.
Glue and clamp the corbels to the side
assemblies centered on the stiles (P) and
flush at the top. To keep the glue from

squeezing out onto the stiles, see the Shop
Tip on page 25.

Complete the case
I Glue and clamp the side assemblies to
I the case, as shown in Photo E.

)Edge-join an oversize blank for rhe rop
Er (W), and trim it to finished size. Then
rout t/+" chamfers along the bottom of the
ends and front edge, where shown on
Drawing 5. Finish-sand the top.

'----Yr--i
#8 x 1t l+"  F.H. wood

Align the centerlines marked on masking
tape on the rails (Q, R) and muntin (S), and
then glue and clamp the parts together.

Glue and clamp the side assemblies to the
case with the tops flush and the front stiles
(P) flush with the long bands (L).
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2 l ' t "

#8 x 1.t/q" F.H. ,=@- 
o*"- 21" -#aflat 

washer
w o o d s c r e w , , -  

- H  
i  . . ^

p exeloDED vtEW

matched on either side of the muntin (S) at
assembly, so mark the mating edges. Finish-
sand and stain the panels. (We applied one
coat of Watco Dark Walnut Danish Oil. fol-
lowing the instructions on the can.)
Note: Staining the panels before assembly
eliminates the possibility of seasonal wood
movement exposing an unstained portion.

A Apply masking tape to the upper rails
-f (Q), lower rails (R), and muntins (S),
and mark the part centerlines. Then glue
and clamp the parts, as shown in Photo D.
Slide in the side panels (T) in book-
matched orientation, leaving them loose (no
glue). Now apply glue only to the rail
tenons and clamp the stiles (P) in place.
Check the assemblies for square.

f Resaw and plane aVqxsAoxl2" blank for
rJthe fillers (U). Cut the fillers to lengrh,
glue them in the stile (P) slots below the
lower rails (R), and sand them flush.

ftRout 
t/ro" chamfers on the front edges

l\f and bottom ends of the fronr sriles (P)
and the rear edges and bottom ends of the
rear stiles (P), where shown on Drawing 4.
Finish-sand the side assemblies.
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panhead screw
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@ ooon L-t==.--rs"
21/z'

2Vz
no-mol

h ing

QCut the crest rail (X) to size. Draw 1"
tlradii on the corners, where shown on
Drawing 5, and saw and sand them to shape.
Rout a t/ro" chamfer along the front edge,
where shown, and finish-sand the part. Glue
and clamp the crest rail to the top (W), flush
at the back and centered side-to-side.
Note: If you are building the matching mir-
ror on page 22 to rnount on the dresser,
omit the crest rail (X).

Next build a door
I Cut the stiles (Y), rails (Z), and muntin
I tnnl to size. With a dado blade in your

tablesaw, cut centered tA" grooves 5/t6"

deep in the inside edges of the stiles, bottom
edge of the upper rail, top edge of the lower
rail, and both edges of the muntin, where
shown on Drawing 6. Now form the tenons,
shown on Drawing 6a, on the rails and
muntins, checking them for a snug fit in the
stile and rail grooves.
Note: For the door to fit with a l/to" space
all around, the opening should be
l7%x26t/q". If your opening is dffirent,
make the appropriate adjustments to the
door part dimensions.
j)Yor the panels (BB), resaw in half a
fthx1tAx2ls/e" board. Plane the resulting
pieces to Vq" thick, testing the fit in the door
frame grooves. As with the side assemblies,
the door panels will be book-matched, so
mark the mating edges. Finish-sand and
stain the panels.

woodmagazine.com

t/a" grooves s/ro" deep

s/ro" counterbore
7e" deep, centered

with a 3/ro" hole
centered inside

2t7""1-

Q Vart< the centerlines of the rails (Z) and
9muntins (AA) on masking tape as you
did when gluing up the side assemblies.
Then glue and clamp the rails and muntins
and slide in the door panels (BB) in book-
matched orientation, leaving them loose.
Now apply glue only to the rail tenons, and
clamp the stiles (Y) .in place. Check the
door to make sure it is square and flat, and
finish-sand it.

/ Mount the hinges on the door, where
'f 

shown on Drawing 6. Then, making

[!l ooon rENoN DErAtLs
1/q" groove s/'ta

sure the case is sitting flat so the door open-
ing is square, temporarily install the door,
as shown in Photos F and G. Open the door
and drill hinge screw pilot holes. Remove
the door and peel the tape off the hinges.

EDrill counterbored holes for the pull,
tJwhere dimensioned on Drawing 6.
Finish-sand the door.

Make drawers in two sizes
I From V2" stock, cut the small sides
I (CC), small fronts (DD), small backs

(EE), large sides (FF), large fronts (GG),
and large backs (HH) to size. Following the
two steps on Drawing 7b, cut lock rabbets,
shown on DrawingTa, at the front corners
of the drawer fronts and sides. Then cut Vz"
dadoes in the sides, where dimensioned on
Drawing 7a. Check the thickness of your /+"
plywood, and cut grooves for the bottoms in
the sides and fronts, where shown on
Drawing 7. Drill screw shank holes,
countersunk on the inside face, through the
drawer fronts at the corners, where shown.

t-
I

23/ta

JI

I
I

261/a

#4 x t/z
wood r

)
J
b . -

-\]

3"

To keep the door from binding on the left
side band (H), tape %e" shims to the front
edge of the band. Tape another 1A6" shim at
the bottom of the door opening. Then apply
double-faced tape to the hinge leaves.

Position the doot pressing it against the
side band shims and resting it on the bottom
shim. Insert a putty knife between the door
and the divider trim (K), and push the hinge
leaves against the front stile (P).

I
tl

, ',
rtise
IE

i "  F .H.
screw

6l./

o t

-

:
::

L

:
l

:

:
n :

tZ" grooves s/ro" deep
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s/0" hole wilh t/2" counterbore
t/a" deeo on inside face

#B x  1"  F.H.  wood screw

t/2" dado 1/4" deep
172" f rom end 

'

I
77/a'

t
1
715/a"

)
7sz" shank hole,

countersunk
on inside face tZ" grooves t/q" deep

t/q" trom bottom edge

LARGE DRAWER
(2 needed)

I onnwens

#8-32 x 7+" roundhead
machine screw

5/re" counte.rbore rZ', rabbets

1/q" dado t/q" deep
t/+" from gnd

t/2" dado t/q" deeo
1t/2" lrom end

Now glue and clamp the drawers together,
making sure they d.y flat and square.
Finish-sand the drawers.

)Cut the small botroms (II) and large
El bottoms (JJ) to size, and finish-sand
them. Squeeze glue into the grooves in the
drawer fronts (DD, GG) and slide the bot-
toms in place. Check the drawers for square
once more and clamp the bottoms to the
backs (EE, HH). Drill countersunk screw
holes through the bottoms and into the
backs, and drive the screws.

Q Cut the small faces (KK) and large
9faces (LL) to size. Drill counterbored
holes for the handles, where dimensioned
on Drawing 7. Finish-sand the faces.
Note: For a tha" space all around the drawer
faces (KK, LL), they should be 1/s" smaller in
width and length than the drawer openings.
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Now finish and assemble
I Remove all hardware and resand any
I areas that need it. Stain the case,

adjustable shelves, top, door, and drawer
faces. When staining the case, stain the
inside of the cabinet and about 2" back
from the front edges of the banding in the
drawer areas. We did not stain the case
back (O) or the drawer boxes. With the
stain dry, apply a clear finish. (We brushed
on two coats of oil-based satin poly-
urethane, lightly sanding with 220-grit
sandpaper between coats.)
j)Ctamp the top/crest rail assembly (WX)
El to the case, flush at the back and centered
side-to-side. Using the countersunk holes
and the centers of the slots in the case top (C)
as guides, drill pilot holes into the top (W),
and fasten with flathead wood screws and

panhead screws and washers, where
shown on Drawing 5.

? Appty I 8" lengths of self-adhe-
Afsive glide tape to the bottom
corners and top surfaces of each
drawer opening, where shown on
Drawing 5. Align the front ends of
the tape with the back edges of the
long and short bands (L, M).

A f  o  d e t e r m i n e  r h e  w i d t h  o f'!the 
drawer stops (MM), slide

the drawers in place so the fronts
(DD, GG) protrude %0" beyond the
side bands (H) and divider band (I).

Measure the distance from the rear edges of
the cabinet and drawer shelves (D, E, F) to
the drawer backs, and cut the stops to size.
Drill countersunk shank holes in the stops,
where shown on Drawing 5a. Now clamp
the stops to the shelves, where shown on
Drawing 5, and fasten them in place, as
shown in Photo H.

R Appty double-faced tape ro the backs of
rJthe drawer faces (KK. LL). Then using
%a" shims at the bottom and sides, tem-
porarily screw the faces in place, as shown
in Photo l. With the drawer faces in place,
remove the drawers, marking the location
of each one on the back. Using the four
countersunk holes in each drawer front
(DD, GG) as guides, drill pilot holes into
the drawer faces and drive the screws.
Remove the wood screws from the handle
holes and drill %" counterbores in the draw-
er front inside faces. Using the handle holes
in the drawer faces as guides, drrll 3/d"

holes through the drawer fronts. Install the
handles, and slide the drawers into the case.
Note: The drawer fronts are dimensioned
l/ta" wider than the widths of the drawer

faces (KK, LL). This keeps the drawer
boxes from fitting too loosely while main-
taining at,/ta" space all around between the
drawer faces and the case. The extra width
of the drawer fronts protrudes beyond the

faces at the bottont and is rnt visible.
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#6 x e/q" F.H.
wood screw 4

515/a"

)

3/8" deep with a Vq" deeo3/re" hole ; 
'-...---..*

centered inside I  l

#8 x 1 '  F.H. ly '
4l9oo 

screw

f-_974,,
---\-l

17t/2" -- |\!

SMALL DRAWER
(4 needed)

/10" hole wilh 1/2" counterbore
/a" deep on inside face

@.rorrur DETATLS

@ locx RABBET JotNT

Step 1
Qut 1/q" dadoes
t/+" deep in
front ends of
parts @ and @.

Zero-clearance insert

Step 2
Cut a t/q" rabbet
t/q" deep on both
ends of parts

@ a n o @

Zero-clearance inserl



Written by Jan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

18t/r' 45t/t' BP 2

B divider a l  l l

181/q' 27', B P 1

C case top 19 " 351/t' BP 1

D cabinet shelf 3/r' 19 " 351/+' BP 1
Tq'

With the drawer face (KK) shimmed at the
bottom and sides, use the handle holes as
guides and drill 7o+" pilot holes through the
drawer front (DD). Screw the face to the front.

shelf supports and the adjustable shelves.
Place the dresser in your bedroom and start
thinking how good it would look with a
matching bed, nightstands, and chest. i

19 ' 351/q' BP 2

167/a' BP 3

G adjustable shelves 7+" 173/a' - 175/s' BP 2

H side bands 3/qu 451/q' 0W0 2

I divider band 3h' 27', QWO 1

3/q' 175/a' QWO 2

K divider trim lqu 1/d' 261/t' QWO 1

L long bands 15/16" 36' 0W0 4

LL large faces s/t, 7i/a' 357/a' QWO 2

MM drawer stoos 3/q' 21/rc" 4' QWO 8
.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: BP-birch plywood, QWG{uartersawn
white oak, EQWO-edge-joined quartersawn white oak,
P-poplar.

Supplies: #6x%" flathead wood screws; #8x1", #8x1/4",
and #8x1t/2" flathead wood screws; #8x1t/q" panhead
screws; #8 flat washers; masking tape; spray adhesive.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, /r" brad'point bit,
chamfer router bit.

E laroe drawer shelf
an-d bottom 3/q'

F small
drawer shelves 3/q" 19"

Clamp the drawer stops (MM)to the shelves
(D, E, F) and bottom (E) flush at the rear.
Using the holes in the stops as guides, drill
pilot holes and screw the stops in place.

lnstall the door pull and the hinges, and
hang the door. Install the spring catch,

where shown on Drawing 5.

!f Position the back (O) on the case, drill
I pilot holes, and screw it in place. Install

Gutting Diagram

s/qx71/+x g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. f t .)

Vtu

3/,u

J adlustable shelf
Dan0s 3/"u

e/qx71/+ x g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/+x71/q x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/qx71/qx g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. f t .)

s/+x7ya x g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)
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M short bands 1S/rc" 17s/e' OWO 3

N front and back
rails 36" QWO 2

0 back 36" 451/q' BP 1

stiles 49Tq' 0W0

Q upper rails z v 2 151/rs" QWO 2

R lower rails 151/ro" QWO 2

S muntins 3/"t 413/q' 0W0 2

T- panels 1/tu 6%0" 41Vq' QWO 4

U. fillers 11/z' QWO 4

V corbels 23/q' 20' QWo 4
*Resaw and plane
the thicknesses
listed in the
Materials List.

W- top 21', 44' EQWO 1

X crest rail 391/z' QWO

Y stiles z v 2 261/a' QWO

Z rails 2t/z' 13', OWo 2

AA muntin 21s/s' QWO 1

BB- panels 21s/a' QWO

CC small sides 1/z' 515/rc" 181/z'

DD small fronts 1/z' 51%0" 15%0" P

EE small backs 1/z' 57Aa" 1Selto" P

FF laroe sides V2u. 715/rc" 181/z' P

GG large fronts 1/zu 715/rc" 3315/ro" P1/2x91/q x 96" Poplar (3.3 bd. ft.)

HH large backs l/zu 77Aa" 33r%6" P

1/2x91/q x 96" Poplar (3.3 bd. ft.)
l l smallbottoms 1/q' 15e/ro" 16/q' BP 4

JJ large bottoms 1/q' 3315/ro" 16Tq' BP 2

KK small faces 3/q' 57/a' 171/2" QWO 4

v4

3/qu

41/z'3h'

sAa"

3/q'

3/"u

3/"u

Vqu

3/qx71/+ x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

ehx5l/z x g6" Quartersawn white oak (ij"t"ti

3/qx91/t x 96" Quartersawn white oak (6.7 bd. ft.)

Source
Hardware. 21/zx3/q" bronze no-mortise hinges
no. 00H51.23 (1 pair), #4xtlz antique brass flathead wood
screws no. 01210.41 (pack of 100),2t/r' black mission han-
dle no. 01W32.11 (4), 3%' black mission handle
n0.01W32.10 (4) ,  l "b lack miss ion pu l lno.01W32.12 (1) ,
antique bronze spring catch no. 00W1 1.01 (1), 1"x18' roll
glide tape no. 25U04.01 (3 rolls), brass shelf support
no. 63206,04 (package of 20), Discount kit no. 05D15.17,
$56. ltems may be ordered individually at regular prices.
Call Lee Valley 800/871-8158, or go to leevalley.com.

1/+x48 x 96" Birch plywood

s/q x 48 x 96" Birch plywood

t/q x 48 x 48" Birch plywood

1/2x71 /qx96" ft.) (2 needed)
s/+x48 x 96" Birch plywood

1/2x71/+ x 96" Poplar  (2.7 bd.  f t . )

1/zx91/+ x 96" Poplar (3.3 bd. f t ,)

s/a x71h x96" white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)
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For the board feet of lumber and other
items needed to build this project, see
page 74.

sing straightforward dado and rab-
bet joinery for the clock case ernd
frame-and-panel construction for

the door, you easily can build this beautifirl
timepiece in a weekend or a few evenin-9s.
Whether you make it from walnnt with a
book-matched spalted-maple panel (lefi) or
cherry ( inset photo), you' l l  f ind the clock
kit, listed in Sources, a trlle convenience.
The kit includes a clock movement and
face, all of the needed hardware. and a
matching wood knob. Also avai lable here.
a blank for making the spalted-maple panel.

Let's start with the case
I From 7+" stock planed to t/2" thick. cut
I the sides (A) and four shelves (B) to the

sizes listed in the Materials List.

DO" the inside face of the sides (A). lay
El out the locations for four /+" dadoes and
a t/+" rabbet along the back edge. where
dimensioned on Drawing 1, notin-e that the
parts are miror images. Using a t/t" dado
blade in your tablesaw and an auxiliary
extension on yollr miter gallge to prevent

woodmagazine.com

tZ" rabbets
1/4" deep

#4 x 5/e" F.H.
wood screws

tZ" round-over

51/B'-__,/
------a-''

together. Verify square by checking for equal
diagonal measurements.

chip-out. cr,rt the t/t"-deep dadoes. Then,
usin-9 an auxiliary f-ence attached to your rip
f-ence, cut the r/+" -deep rabbets.

Q Using the sarle tablesaw setup. cLrI t/t"

9rabbets /-+" deep on the ends of the
shelves (B) .  where shown on Drawing2, to
frt  the dadoes in the sides (A).

El exploDED vrEW

Rubber
washer

(

@

Radio-control led
clock

movemenl

75/a x 75/a"
paper clock face

Il lerr srDE
(lnside face shown)

/a" dadoes
1/4" deep

Front
edge

lx "
/J

1

I

- 1/zu round-over

2" no-mort ise hinoe'/o,rabbets==-4.
t/q" deep --/ ---<

Magnetic
catch

l$1
/JJ

" hole

f,17

)
3/qu 7o+" shank hole,

countersunk on
back face, with a
mating 7o+" pilot
hole 7a" deep

No round-over
along back edge

<.

vr: I\:-r----------=-,i
,1f, Sand the sides and shelves with 220-grit
T sandpaper. Then assemble the case, as
shown in Photo A, makin-9 sure the rabbets
on the top and two rniddle shelves face up
and on the bottom shelf face down.

f nrom ./-r" stock planed to th" thick, cut
rJthe clock-face mountins blocks (C) to

strike

F a 3 / i ' -
i " ' - l

7 1



E ooon
(lnside face shown)

- . r r - - ts |
I t/8

%" rabbets
t/2" deep routed
after assembly

l /ex7 x 7"  g lass

tZ" grooves
7a" deep

a "/""tr-
11
{ l

ti
l l
| 7t/a'

round-over
\ ---.,
t l

- ' e l

3/a'

7e" rabbets
t/2" deep

routed after
2" no-mort ise

h inge
assembly

tZ" grooves
7a" deep

s%a" pilot hole
7e" deep

),,r",,

size to fit between the top and upper middle
shelves (B), where shown on Drawing 2.
Glue and clamp the blocks to the sides (A).

ftFrom 
-/+" stock planed to 5/s" thick, cut

\rthe top and bottom (D) to size. Using a
%" round-over bit in your table-mounted
router and a pushblock for safety and chip-
out avoidance, rout the ends and then the
front edge of the parts, where shown on
Drawing 2.

lf Sand the top and bottom smoorh. Then
I glue and clamp them to the case, flush
at the back and centered side-to-side.

Qnrom 
r/+" walnut plywood, cut the back

|fr(E) to size to fit the rabbeted opening in
the back of the case. Mark a centerpoint for
a l" finger hole in the back, where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 2. Using a I " Forstner bit
in your drill press and a backer to prevent
tear-out, drill the hole. Now sand the back.
and set it aside.

Qntso from t/+" walnut plywood, cut a
{l%x7'/c" piece for the clock-face
backer (F). Draw diagonals on one face to
find the center. Then drill a 5/d" hole
through the center to receive the clock-
movement stem. Apply spray adhesive to
the backer and position the paper clock face
on it, aligning the center holes.
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7/a"-diam.
Shaker

wood knob" - ' - r  " " - -  s / ro"  hole

)-.. 
s/6" deep

Il th^
\-}w

#18 x t /2"
wire brad

Mitered ends

,/4

A167/a

I
I
i

I
3/e

(-

t/+" grooves
7e" deeD

@ reruoN DETAILS 1/a" groove
Ta" deep/o,,N..

.rr:lU

Now craft a beautiful door
I From 3A" stock, cut the stiles (G),
I top/bottom rails (H),. and center rail (I)

to the sizes listed. Save your cutoffs for
making test tenons.

,Fu your tablesaw with a t/+" dado blade.
El Then cut a 7s"-deep groove centered
along the inside edge of the stiles (G) and
top/bottom rails (H), and along both edges
of the center rail (I), where shown on
Drawings 3 and 3a.

2fo fotm t,/t" tenons.7a" long on the rails,
9where shown on Drawing 3a, lower the
dado blade to 1A" and position your rip
fence /ri" from the outside of the blade. (We
made test tenons on our cutoffs and verified
their fit in the grooves in the stiles before
cutting the tenons on the rails.) Then cut the
tenons, as shown in Photo B.

/ Resaw a -\Ax4xlT" piece of spalted
'"lf 

maple or other figured wood to make a
book-matched panel (J). (Optionally, you
can make a solid panel by planing stock to
t/t" thick and then cutting it to the finished
size of 7xJt3/ta".) Edge-glue the pieces
together, aligning the grain as closely as
you can. Plane the panel to t/t" thick to fit
the grooves in the stiles (G) and rails (H, I).
Then cut the panel to the finished size. For

f[ ooonKNoB LocATtoN
(Outside face shown)

help on making book-matched panels, see
the article on page 28. Sand the panel
smoorh to 220 grit.

ETo position the center rail (I) in rhe
Vdoor, mark centerlines on masking tape
on the outside face of the rail at the ends.
Also, referring to Drawing 3b, mark align-
ment lines on the outside face of the stiles
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What makes the radio-controlled clock tick?
Powered by a 1.S-volt AA-size battery, the radio-controlled clock contains a
special AM receiver tuned to receive a time signal. This signal, transmitted from
radio station WWVB near Fort Coll ins, Colorado, by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, is synchronized to the world's most accurate
timepiece-a cesium fountain atomic clock. This clock maintains the country's
official t ime with an amazing accuracy of one second in 40 mill ion years.

After init ial setup to your local t ime zone, the receiver automatically
searches daily for the broadcast signal and calibrates itself as needed to
maintain the precise time. The clock also automatically adjusts for daylight
saving time changes in the spring and fall, but you easily can bypass this
feature if you live in an area that does not observe these changes.

WWVB has a transmission radius of approximately 1,800 miles. The
radio-controlled clock will work in most parts of the United States and Canada
except for Hawaii, Alaska, part of the Maritime Provinces, and all of
Newfoundland. For more information on the radio station or help on signal
reception problems, go to http ://tf . n ist. gov/stations/wwvb. htm.

(G) 8%0" from the top ends. Dry-assemble
the stiles, rails (H, I), and panel (J), aligning
the marks on the center rail and stiles.
Verify the parts fit together correctly. Then
glue and clamp the door, as shown in
Photo C. After the glue dries, sand the door.

Q Rout a 3/s" rabbet r/2" deeparound the top
[f opening of the door on the inside face for
the glass and glass stops (K), where shown
on Drawing 3. (This removes the inside lips
of the V+x3/s" grooves in the door.) To avoid
chip-out, rout the opening in two passes.
Then square the corners with a chisel.

nto mount a7/a"-diameter Shaker wood
I t ttoU on the door, where shown on
Drawing 3, mark a centerpoint for a 74" hole
on the outside face of the left stile (G),
where dimensioned on Drawing 3b. Using a
/e" Forstner bit, drill a lAe"-deep hole. Sand
the knob. Then glue it in place.

Ofo install a magnetic catch and strike for
Otne door, where shown on Drawing 2,
mark a centerpoint for the catch on the inside
of the left stile (G), where dimensioned on

Drawing 3. Using a5/te" brad-point bit, drill a
eAo"-deep hole in the stile. Then press in the
catch. Next, mark a centerpoint for the strike
on the front edge of the left case side (A),
where dimensioned on Drawing 4.UsingaVz"
Forstnerbit, drill ar/ts"-deephole. Now drill a
Vro" pllothole Vz" deep centered in the hole.
Set the sffike plate and attaching screw aside.

Ofo make the glass stops (K), where
{f shown on Drawing 3, plane or resaw a
piece of zAx4xlL" stock to 3/t" thick. Then
rout and rip four stops from this blank as
explained in the first of the three Shop Tips
on page 74. You'll miter-cut the stops to
length to fit the door opening later.

Time to finish up
I finistr-sand any areas that need it, and
I remove the dust. Apply three coats of a

clear finish to the dogr, back (E), and the
case, except for the front face of the clock-
face mounting blocks (C). (We used Deft
aerosol Satin Clear Wood Finish, sanding to
320 gnt between coats.)

E uncnETtc-cATcH
STRIKE.PLATE LOCATION

Have %" glass cut to 7x7". Clean and
place it in the rabbeted door opening.

Then miter-cut the four glass stops (K) to
length to fit the opening. Attach the stops
to the door with #l8xVz" wire brads where
shown on Drawing 3 and as explained in
Shop Tips 2 and 3. Set the brads, and fill the
holes with a matching wood putty.

Q nriU pilot holes, and screw a pair of 2"
9no-mortise hinges on the inside of the
door, where dimensioned on Drawing 3.

Ato attach the door to the case, place the
'lcase faceup on your workbench. Apply
two layers (for best adhesion) of cloth-
backed double-faced tape to the case side of
the small hinge leaves. Next, position the
door on the case, flush with the sides (A) and
centered between the top and bottom (D).
Press firmly on the door to adhere the taped
hinge leaves to the case. Then carefully open
the dobr, drill pilot holes, and fasten the
hinges, as shown in Photo D. Now remove
the door and tape, and remount the door.

f Mount the magnetic strike in its hole in
rJthe side (A) using the supplied screw.

Using an auxiliary extension on your miter
gauge for backup and your rip fence as a
stop, form 7e"-long tenons on the rails (H, l).

woodmagazine.com

Glue and clamp the door togethe6 checking
for square. Place scrap 3/+" spacers under
the door to center the clamping pressure.
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Hovv to easily make and install small quarter-round glass stops
Tip I For safety when making narrow
glass stops, such as the 7e"-wide stops
(K) for the Shaker-clock door, prepare
an oversize blank planed to the
thickness of the parts. Using your
table-mounted router and a round-over
bit 1s7r" for the clock glass stops), rout
both long edges of the blank.

Position your tablesaw fence to rip a
stop of the needed width (3/8" for the
clock) from the blank. To produce
identical-width stops, position a
stopblock against the blank, and clamp
or screw the stopblock to your miter
gauge. Rip a stop from the blank. Then
turn the blank end-for-end with the cut
edge against the fence. Slide the fence
and blank over so that the blank touches
the stopblock. Rip another stop. Repeat
the routing/ripping process to make
additional stops.

Using a self-centering bit, drill pilot holes
through the small leaves of the hinges into
the sides (A). Then drive the screws.

flWittr the clock faceup on your work-
tfbench, apply glue to the clock-face
mounting blocks (C). Then position the
clock face in the case. Place a two-pound
object on the face, centering it to evenly dis-
tribute the weight while the glue dries.

f Position the back (E) in place with the
I finger hole at the top. Drill mounting
holes through the back and into the case,
where dimensioned on Drawing 2. Remove
the back.

Tip 2 To prevent splitting the stops
when attaching them with brads, predril l
angled pilot holes in the stops using a
brad with its head snipped off. So you'll
be able to chuck the brad into your dri l l ,

flnr directed in the insrrucrions supplied
lJwith the clock and using the included
hardware, mount the movement and hands.
install a AA-size battery and activate the
clock, find the location where it will receive
the strongest signal (ideally facing the gen-
eral direction of Colorado), and allow it to
synchronize to the broadcast time signal.
Avoid locating the clock within 3' of elec-
tronic appliances, fluorescent lights, power
lines, and metal siding that can interfere
with signal reception. Note that electronic
"pollution" in urban a{eas during the day
can affect reception. Reception generally is
better at night and in cloudy weather.
(lFinally, screw the back (E) in place.
rf Now when someone asks "Does any-
one know the time?" you can look at your
master timepiece and answer-with confi-
dsnss-"ft' s precisely..." Q

Written by Owen Duvallwith Chuck Hedlund
Project design: David Denby, Versailles, Kentucky,
with Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Buck Jones

s/qx4 x l2" Spalted
maple (.3 bd. f t .)
*Plane or resaw to the
thicknesses listed in
the Materials List.

Gutting Diagrarn

use a brad that is 1/2" longer than the ones
you'l l drive into the stops.
Tip 3 To protect the glass when dril l ing
and driving the brads, place a piece of Va"
hardboard or cardboard on the glass.

sides

B shelves 31/z' 81/a' W 4
C clock{ace

mounting blocks 75/a^ W 2
D top and bottom 5/a' 97/a' W 2
E back 8Vs' 17' WP 1
F clock-face backer 1/q' 75/a"

G stiles 167/8' W

H top/bottom rails 4a'

I center rail

J. book-matched
panelt 7 1 1 r c "  S M  1

K. glass stops Ve' W 4
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

tAs an option, you can make a solid walnut panel.
Materials key: W-walnut, WP-walnut plywood,
SM-spalted maple.
Supplies: Spray adhesivE,l/ax7x7" glass, wood putty
(c0l0r t0 match stock), cloth-backed double{aced tape,
AA-size battery, #18xt/z" wire brads, #4xt/2" llalhead wood
screws (5), and #4xs/a" flathead wood screws (10).
Blades and bits: Dado-blade set:3/e" and r/z" round-
over and %" rabbeting router bits; /8",11r", and 1" Forstner
bits; %0" brad-point bit,

Sources
Clock kits. Kits include a magnetic catch with strike
plate, matching %"-diameter Shaker wood knob,
2" no-mortise hinges (1 pr.), radio-controlled clock
movement, andTs/ax7s/a" paper clock face. Order kit no.
SK-WAL (includes a walnut knob) or kit no, SK-CH (includes
a cherry knob), $26,95 ppd. Schlabaugh and Sons
Woodworking, 720 14th Street, Kalona , lA 52247 . Call
800/346-9663; schsons.com.

Spafted-maple blank. s/d4x12" spalted-maple
blank (while supply lasts)to make a book-matched door
panel for a walnut clock case, kit. no. LP-10, $7.95 ppd.
from Schlabaugh and Sons, Addresses and telephone
number above.
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a / l lt/2

V4

WP75/a'

71/a'
1 . / l l

t f 8

W71/a'11/a'

v4

3/e'

3/q x71/+ x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
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Materials List

t/q x 24 x 24" Walnut plywood
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First up: the case and doors
Front t4" plvwoocl (u'e Lrsecl rccl oak).
cLrt the case siclcs (A). top ancl bottont

(B ) .  anc l  back  (C )  t o  t hc  s i zes  l i s t ed  i n  t he
Mater ia ls  L is t .  Then cut  thc  c loor  s ic les  (D) .
to l ts  anc l  bot tonts  (E) .  anc l  f ronts  (F)  to  s izc .

Usinc a /s" clackt blade ir. t  vour tablc-
sa\ \ ' .  cu t r , /+" -c lecp _grooves l i r r  shc l l '

stanclarcls in the case sicle.s (A ).  u lrerc
c l inrens ionec l  on Drawing 1.  a l tc l  in  the ckxr r
s ic les  ( l ) ) .  u 'hcre c l i r t rens ionec lon Drawing 2.
Notc that the parts arc rnirrrtr  intages.

%

With  the  doors  c losed ,  you r  co l l ec t i on  i s
concealed,  centra l ized,  and crder ly.
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Keep videos, CDs, and D\IDs organized and out of sight
in this compact yet accommodating unit. Adjustable shelves
and dividers in the case and doors let you configure
the interior to suit your collection.

For  the board feet  o f  lumber  and other
i tems needed to  bu i id  th is  pro ject ,  see
page 81.

eec l  a  cent ra l izec l  l tontc  i i r r  rour
e lect ron ic  n tec l iu ' l  Th is  cus\  - to-

bu i l d  s tomgc  cab inc t  f ' i l l s  t hc  b i l l
w i th  capac i t t ,  ' rnc l  s tv le  to  spa l 'c .  ThoLrgh i t
I t tci lsurcs . jLrs1 2(t l 's" u idc br l-5t1., ' rr ," clccl-r
b1,  39r21"  h igh.  i t  ho lc ls  hunc l rcc ls  o l '  i rc -n t : .
Bct ter  ) ,e1.  ) ,oL l ' l l  l ' ind  c t ,er . t ' t l t i r t ,q  voLr  necc l
to nrakc i t  at voLrr local hontc ce ntcr ' .
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E cnse stDE
(Left side inside face shown)

7+" rabbets
7e" deep

7a" grooves
t/q" deep

'*.' To form the fillers (G) for the top of the
i*# grooves in the door sides (D), plane or
resaw a z/+x2x20" piece of stock to Vc"
thick. Rip a s/s"-wide strip from the blank.

21/c"

p nrcHr DooR
(Viewed from back)

s/q" dado 7a" deep

7a" grooves 1/4" deeq

7o+" pilot hole t/+" deeP

Brass-f inish shelf standards
30" long

#4xr/z" brass F.H. wood screw

Oak-veneer edging

1/t" hole g/e" deep

when you cut dadoes in the sides for the
tops (E), ensuring a tight fit against the tops.

.";il Apply r3/ro"-wtde adhesive-backed oak-
'="'';3t 

veneer edging to the front edges of the

Adhesive-backed veneer edging: Great looks in 3 easy steps
To keep construction of the media cabinet simple, Senior
Design Editor Kevin Boyle used adhesive-backed veneer
edging instead of solid-wood edging for the case and door
plywood panels. Veneer edging offers durabil ity and the same
finished look yet attaches much easier and faster.

To ensure the veneer adhesive bonds strongly, vacuum the
panel edges to remove all of the dust. Using a uti l i ty knife, cut
the edging about 2" longer than the panel. Center the edging
on the panel edgewise and lengthwise. Using a household

ffi

!@

Then crosscut eight 2"-long fillers from the
strip. Now glue a filler in each groove flush
with the top of the door sides. You'll trim
the fillers to the finished length of [/2"

iron at the cotton heat setting without steam, press the veneer
in place, as shown in Step 1. Move the iron slowly enough to
melt the adhesive (it takes only a few seconds) without
burning the veneer. A slight "give" as you iron and a small
amount of squeeze-out indicate the glue has melted.

Trim the veneer ends flush with the panel, as shown in
Step 2. Finally, f lush-trim the edges using an edge trimmer, as
shown in Step 3. A single-edge trimmer, available at your
local home center, costs less than $10.
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DETAIL

7sz" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom face

g/q" rabbel s/e" deep

# B x

7e" partial round-overs

141sAa" =.--

#8 x 11A' F.H. wood screw

case sides (A) and top and bottom (B),
where shown on Drawing 3. Also apply
edging to the top ends of the door sides (D)
and fronts (F) and the back (case side)
edges of the door sides (D) and tops and
bottoms (E), where shown on Drawing 2.
For help on applying and trimming the edg-
ing, see the sidebar on the previous page.
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Tempered hardboard

13/q

33/a"

/=-

Mitered ends

:==--
265/a"

Oak-veneer edging

Double magnetic catch

11/z '

111/q"

s /+xe /q  x  l l tZ "  s tock

E exploDED vrEW

7o+" pilot hole 7e" deep

11/a"

Find more
beautiful shelving and

bookcase plans at

woodma gazi ne.com/sheluing

(E), where dimensioned. To avoid chipping
the edging when cutting the dadoes in the
door sides, use an auxiliary extension on
your miter gauge for backup.

To drill evenly spaced holes in the case
bottom (B), door bottoms (E), and later

the shelves (T, U) to receive t/+" dowels in
the media supports (X), where shown on
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< /  l l'/4tr'7

20'bevel

3/a"

11/q'F.H. wood screw

f-rF=r
tt h
I l, Al

331/e' l  ̂ - ,  I  l . l

brass-finish
continuous

#5 x 5/a"
brass F.H.

wood screwt/q" hole
Ta" deep

hingeq
32" long

Mitered ends

251/a"

7sz" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom face

Adjust your dado blade to match the
thickness of your 3A" plywood. Then

cut the t/s"-deep rabbets in the case sides
(A) and top and bottom (B), where shown
on Drawings 1 and 3, and in the door sides
(D) and fronts (F), where shown on
Drawing 2. Now cut the 3/a"-deep dadoes in
the door sides and fronts to receive the tops

TOP



Clamp together the case sides (A) and top
and bottom (B)with the back (G) held tight
in the rabbeted edges of the Parts.

Drawing 3, build the simple hole-drilling jig
shown in Drawing 4.

ffiPosition the jig on the inside face of a
& door bottom (E) with the ends flush and

the jig stop tight against the veneered edge.
Using a depth stop on your drill bit and the
jig holes as guides, di.ll tA" holes 3/2" deep
in the door bottom, where dimensioned on
Drawing 2. Repeat for the other door bot-
tom. Next draw lines 3tt/ro" from the ends
on the inside face of the case bottom (B).
Positioning the jig in the same way but with
an outer pair of holes centered over one of
the marked lines, drill holes in the case bot-

Using 7e" scraps to spread the clamping
pressure, attach the trim (H, I, J) to the front
of the door; keeping the outer edges flush.
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tom, where dimensioned on Drawing 3.
Shift the jig, and drill the remaining holes.

f,l Apply glue in the rabbets in the case sides
lJ(nl and top and bonom (B). Assemble
the case, as shown in Photo A, checking for
square. Similarly, assemble the doors by glu-
ing and clamping together the sides (D), tops
and bottoms (E), and fronts (F).

Complete the doors
I From 32" stock planed to Vq" thick, cut
* the vertical trim (H), top horizontal trim

(I), and bottom horizontal trim (J) to the
sizes listed.
$ Make two copies of the full-size top hor-
& izontal trim pattern on the WOOD
Patternsa insert. Spray-adhere the pattems
to the trim, turning one of the copies over
to create mirror-image parts. Bandsaw and
sand the trim to the pattern lines. Remove
the patterns using a cloth moistened with
lacquer or paint thinner. Sand the parts
w ith 220 - grit sandpaper.

Q Glue and clamp the trim (H, I, J) to the
tJfronts of the doors, where shown on
Drawings 2 and 3 and as shown in Photo B.
On each door, make sure you position the
top horizontal trim (I) with the narrow end
of the arch adjacent to the inside vertical
trim (H).

fi Cut the rails (K) to size. Then glue and
*fi 

clamp them in place on the door tops
(E), where shown on Drawing 2, flush with
the back edges of the tops.

On to the top/bottom panels
S From 3/q" plywood cut the top and bot-
-& tom panels (L) to size.

{} To form the top front trim (M) and side
di trim (N) for the top panel and the bot-
tom front trim (O) and side trim (P) for the
bottom panel, where shown on Drawing 3,
plane a tAx2r/2x64" piece of solid stock to
match the thickness of the panels. Rip a 32"-

wide strip from the blank for the bottom
trim. Joint the cut edge of the blank. Then
rip a 1t/2"-wide strip for the top trim.

{} Miter-cut the front and side trim pieces
rlto length from the strips to fit the panels.
Glue and clamp the trim in place, verifying
tight mitered corners.

/t To cut a 20' bevel along the bottom
*Sedges of the top front trim (M) and side
trim (N), attach a L2"-tall auxiliary fence to
your tablesaw rip fence to safely support the
panel (L). Angle the saw blade to 20o from
vertical, and position the fence to cut the
bevel, where dimensioned on Drawing 3a.
With the top face of the panel held tight
against the auxiliary fence, bevel-rip the side
trim and then the front trim. Sand smooth.

Glue, biscuit, and clamp the feet (Q)to the
ends of the side rails (S). Use %" scrap as a
straightedge to keep the parts aligned.

With your tablesaw blade angled 45o from
vertical, bevel-rip the foot blanks to the fin-
ished width of 2lc".

El nour rHE PARTTAL RoUND-ovERS
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{"i'To create a bullnose profile on the bottom
r*i+rfroot trim (O) and side trim (P) on the

bottom panel (L), rout parlial /s" round-overs
along the trim using your table-mounted
router and a /s" round-over bit in the setup
shown on Drawing 5. Set the panels aside.

Time for the base'ti 
From /+" stock, cut two 2t/zx22" blanks

i?, to form the feet (Q). Make four copies
each of the full-size left and right foor par-
terns. Spray-adhere the left foot patterns to
one blank and the right foot patterns to the
other blank, aligning the sides of the pat-
terns that have the angled bottoms (opposite
the sides that get the 45' bevels) with an
edge of each blank.
+ftBevel-rip the inside edge of the foot
r;L* blanks to the finished width of 2r/q" . as
shown in Photo C on page 79. Then cross-
cut four 4r/2" -long feet from each blank.
Using a disc sander with 120-grit sandpaper
or a vise-mounted belt sander, sand the
angled bottoms to the pattern lines. Do not
remove the patterns.
1.* Cut the front and back rails (R) and side

'(,,'{it rails (S) to size. Mark the centers of the
arches on the rails, where dimensioned on
Drawing 6. Using a fairing stick, draw the
arches. (For a free fairing stick plan, go to
w'oochnagazinc.conr/lairing.) Bandsaw and
sand the arches to shape.

i Using your biscuit joiner, plunge slots*i$ 
for #10 biscuits in the feet (Q), where

shown on the patterns, and in the ends of
the rails (R, S), where shown on Drawing 6.
When cutting the slots in the beveled edges
of the feet, angle your biscuit-joiner fence
to 45" and adjust the height to offset the slot
cutter toward the inside faces of the feet to
ensure the cutter does not go through the
outside faces. (We cut slots in scrap first to
verify the setting.) Remove the patterns.

ffi Glue, biscuit, and assemble the beveled
't-*#edges of the left and right feet together.
After the glue dries, assemble the feet to the
ends of the side rails (S), as shown in Photo D
on page 79.Then glue, biscuit, and clamp
the side raiUfeet assemblies to the front and
back rails (R) to complete the base, again
using straightedges clamped against the
front and back rails to keep the parts aligned
and the base square.

*iil;: Gtue and clamp the base (Q/R/S) ro rhe'%.,;rbottom 
of the bottom panel assembly

(LlOlP), flush with the back edge of the
assembly and centered side-to-side.

^E'dd the shelves/supports
;l. From 3/q" plywood, cut the case shelves
.s, (T) and door shelves (U) to size to fit the

openings. Using the hole-drilling jig, drill
t/q" holes3/2" deep in the case shelves, where
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45'bevels

dimensioned on Drawing 7, and in the door
shelves, where dimensioned on Drawing 2.

. From /+" stock planed to t/q" thick, cut
',,. two lt/2x72" blanks to form the case

shelf trim (V) and door shelf trim (W). Cut
three 22t/2"-long pieces from one blank for
the case shelf trim and six 107a"-long
pieces from the other blank for the door
shelf trim. Glue and clamp the trim to the
shelves, flush with the ends and bottoms.

Cut the media supports (X) to size.
,,, .'Then dill V+" holes Vz" deep in the bot-

toms of the supports, where dimensioned
on Drawing 7, to receive /+" dowels, where
shown on Drawing 3. From a /+" hardwood
dowel 20" long and using a handsaw, cut
eighteen pieces t3/to" long. Glue the dowels
in the supports.

Using a fairing stick, mark the arch on
"rr the top of a support, where dimensioned

on Drawing 7. Bandsaw and sand the arch

smooth. Using this support as a template,
mark the arch on the other supports. Then
cut and sand them to shape. To create a
bullnose profile along the edges of the sup-
ports where shown, rout partial 3/s" round-
overs using the setup shown on Drawing 5.

finish up
Place the top panel assembly (Lil\4AI)
on the floor with the bottom side up.

Then position the case, with the top (B)
down, on the panel assembly, flush with the
back edge and centered side-to-side. Drill
mounting holes through the top and into the
panel, where shown on Drawing 3. Now
drive the screws. In the same way, position
the base assembly (LlOlPlQlNS) on the
case, and secure it as shown in Photo E.

To mount the doors to the case, hack-
saw two 32"-long pieces from two

IVzx36" brass-finish continuous hinges.

Bottom
Pfxel
(!,

To fasten the base to the case, drill mount-
ing holes through the bottom panel (L) into
the case bottom (B), and drive the screws.

case side-@

3/ro" door,
clearance
at'bofrmr
E - *  a .

With the case on alh" hardboard spacer
and the door correctly aligned, drill mount-
ing holes and screw the hinge to the case.
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/s" padial round-over
both sides

MEDIA SUPPORT

Refering to Drawing 3, position the hinges

on the outer door sides (D). flush with the
inside edges and centered top-to-bottom.
Drill mounting holes, and drive the screws.

Place the case with the back down on a

scrap piece of t/+" hardboard on your

workbench. (This levels the case with the

doors.) Position a door adjacent to the case
with the continuous hinge flush with the
inside edge of the side (A) and t/rr." clear-
ance at the top and 3/tr"' clearance at the
bottont with the case opening. (Offsetting

the door in the opening allows it to center
when loaded with videos and CDs.) Now
attach the door, as shown in Photo F.
Repeat for the other door.

Mount a double magnetic catch on the
bottom face of the top (B), centered and

flush with the front edge, where shown on
Drawing 3. Then mount the mating strike
plates on the doors, where dimensioned.

Gutting Diagram

3/qx71/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )
*Plane or  resaw to the th ickness l is ted in the Mater ia ls L ist .

s/+ x 48 x 96" Red oak plywood

woodrnagazine.com

221/2"

CASE SHELF

To mount I %" brass knobs on the doors,
drllle/o+" pilot holes 7s" deep through the

inside vertical trim (H) and into the plywood
fronts (F), where dirnensioned on Drawing 3.
Drive #8-32x1" hanger bolts in the holes.
Then thread the knobs on the bolts.

From six brass-finish shelf standards 72"
long, hacksaw four 313A" -long pieces for

the case and eight 30"-long pieces for the
doors (four each). Note the inch markings on
the standards, and make sure you cut and
install them so the slots for the shelf supports
align. Position the standards in the grooves,
drill pilot holes, and screw them in place.

Remove all hardware. Sand the case.
doors, shelves, and media supporls (X)

to 220 grit, and remove the dust. Sand the
thin veneer edging only with a sanding
block and light pressure. Apply a stain if
you wish. (We used Zar Orl-Based Stain,

s /ax24x48"
Red oak plywood

e/ tx24x48"
Red oak plywood

no. I l0 Salem Maple.) Then apply
three coats of a clear finish. (We used
AquaZar Water-Based Clear Satin
Polyurethane, sanding to 320 grit
between coats.)

Finally, reinstall the hardware
and mount the doors. Install the

case shelves (TA/) and door shelves
(U/W) where desired using brass-
finish supports. Now round up your
videos. CDs. and DVDs. and load the
unit, positioning the media supports
(X) where needed in the shelves. Q

Written by Owen Duvallwith Kevin Boyle
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

A sides 33t/q' 0P 2

B too and bottom 3h' 233/s' 0P 2

C back 0 P 1

D sides

E toos and bottoms 3/q' 6Vd' 111/q' 0P 4

F fronts 3/q' 11Vq ' .t.t 0 P 2

G- iillers

H vertical trim z f 4

I top horizontal trim %"

J bottom horizontal
trim 1/q'

K rails 101/z' O

3/q' 143/ta" 235/a" 0P 2

M- top front trim 3/^r 11/z' 265/e' 0

N- top side trim 3/nt 11/z '  151%0" 0

0- bottom front trim 3/q' 3h' 25t/a' 0

P- bottom side trim 3/q'

Q ' feet

195/a' 0

S side rails

case shelves

23/q'

c,/8

915/0" 0

221/z' 0P

U door shelves 3/tu J',/8 10%" 0P 6

V* case shelf trim vi' 221/z'

W. door shelf trim Vi, 11/z' 103/a' 0

X media supports 3h' 31/q' 31/q'

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
Materials key: OP-red oak plywood, O-red oak.
Supplies: 1sl0"-wide adhesive-backed oak-veneer
edging, B' roll (4 rolls); spray adhesive; #10 biscuits (12);
t/+" hardwood dowel 20" long; #8x1%" flathead wood
screws; 11/2x36" brass-finish continuous hinges (2); double
magnetic catch with strike plates (1); 1tle' brass knobs (2);
#8-32x1" hanger bolts (2); brassJinish shelf standards 72'
long (6); #4xt/2" and #5x7e" brass flathead wood screws;
brass-f inish supports (36).

Blades and bits: Dado-blade set, 7s" round-over
router bit.

-T

I
ct/8

I
I

3/q'

11/z'vi'1/q'

33"

71/z'

7Vz'

L top and bottom
paners

41/z'l ' /4

R front and back
rails 3/qu 2Vi'

7a" holes 7e" deeo

t/+" holes t/2" deep

Materials List

3/ax71/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )

(2 .7  bd.  f t . )
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Take a sneak peek into the future of woodworking tools and
vote on the on-es you'd like us to shop-test.
lJlh. year 2005 rnay well go down as the year woodworkin_e

I went digital. With electronic readouts on everythin-s fiorn
- dust col lectors to rnitersaws to router l i f ts. accuracy has

never been more achievable. After scouring industry shows (and
twisting the arms of some reluctant manufacturers), we came up
with or"rr wish l ist of l5 tools and accessories that promise to save
you t ime, money, and rnaybe even a f in_ger or two.

and pick yor-rr favorite five.

Most of these products were too new to test-sollle were only in
the prototype stage-at the t irne this issue went to press, so we'd
like your input on which ones yoLl wor"rld most like to have tested
irr the WOODa magazine shop. Just visi t  the WOOD Ott l ineaWeb
site at
We'l l  put the top vote-,setters throLrgh their paces and include the
results in upcorning issues. lF

Hitachi takes the guesswork out of setting
the angles on i ts  C12LCH 12"  compound
mitersaw. The miter and bevel angles show
up in a l ighted digital display on the front of
the saw (rnset). And a built-in laser line

8001a29-4752
h itachipowertools.com

lf you can't  take the workpiece to the dri l l
press, take Tri ton's 18-volt  Plunge Dri l l  to the
workpiece. lts spring-loaded base keeps the
bit perpendicular to the work surface, has a
buil t- in depth stop, and comes with an
accessory fence for boring multiple holes
equidistant from an edge. Switch the dri l l  to
hammer mode for dri l l ing into concrete or
cinder block.

Expected price: $29O
888/874-8661
tritonwoodworking.com

:--
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From Carter Products, the people who
brought you the quick-release blade
tensioner, comes a handy digital gauge that
shows the exact tension of your bandsaw
blade. The Electronic Tension Gauge
displays the tension in foot pounds and the
instructions provide the correct tension for
different blades. lt fits most 14" bandsaws,
with versions for 16" and 18" saws planned.

Erpected price: $2OO
8AA1622-78,37
carterproducts.com

Plywood is never as thick as they say and its
true thickness can vary from sheet to sheet.
Dadowiz, from Woodline USA, quicklY
creates perfect-fitting dadoes troml/q" to
17e" wide by using the plywood itself as a
gauge. Once set, Dadowiz fits over your
clamp-on tool guide, and your guide-
bushing-equipped router cuts the dado in
two easy passes.

Four years ago (issue 131) we _=<FE:F
first told you about SawStop: a @
oevfce rnat natTs a raotesaw .*] - - ,**^{
blade the instant it makes :"-l..-*

contact with skin, leaving you -
with a nicked digit instead of an
accidental amputation. ln 2005, -
you'll finally be able to buy
SawStop-equipped saws that
also include a quick-release riving
knife (splitter). The fully loaded
3-hp cabinet saw will sell for
about $2,800 with a 50" fence;
the 1%-hp contractor-style unit,
about $800.

Expected price: $8OO
so3/638-6201
sawstop.com

We've seen a raft of new router lifts introduced this'""f ,i}?,1 ll : #*"",'":+nT,?',ij 5,:3il Tffi's 
"' h**

H:*tH'J:jafum,rulHf,:::t:,ut 3t",l;:T frffi. $q
the crank, it's absolutely reliable. The manufacturer
also created a unique drive mechanism they say elimi-
nates annoying backlash. Out of the box, SmartLift fits
Porter-Cable's 7518 with adapters available for many
popular 1't/z- to 2-hp fixed-base routers.

Erpected price: $39O
800/619-1288
jointech.com

Specially equipped new dust collectors
from Jet turn on and off with a remote
control that slips easily into your pocket.
That feature saves you both time and
steps across the shop. The collector will
even shut itself off after 1-99 minutes
with its built-in timer.

Price: About $5O more than
a nonremote-equipped
Jet dust collector
aool274-6844
wmhtoolgroup.com

,r.j

I .
ooo

q t ! g

\y
Replace your router's plastic subbase with
the AirGlide aluminum and phenolic plate,
hook up the plate's hose to an air compres-
sor, and your router glides on a whisper-thin
cushion of air. The result is less scratching
on delicate surfaces, more accurate cuts,
and reduced fatigue for you.

Price: $r50
800/871-7516
betterleyrtools.com

Recognizing that not every woodworker
wants (or needs) to pay top-dollar for
high-end router bits, Freud created the
Avanti line of bits. Designed and manu-
factured in ltaly by Freud, these bits lack
the familiar red nonstick coating, have
slightly thinner carbide (and so, fewer
sharpenings), and sell for about 30 per-
cent less than Freud's regular line of red
bits. They also come with a CD-ROM full
of set-up and use tips.

Expected price: l5-piece set, $2OO;
S-piece set, $7O
aool472-7307
freudtools.com

woodrnagazine.com



JessEm Tool, the company that brought you
the original router lift, expands its offering of
high quality tool accessories with a phenolic
sliding table that fits on virtually any cabinet-
style tablesaw. The massive miter gauge,
with positive stops every 212", canbe
bought separately from the table for $125.

Erpected price: $SOO
a661272-7492
jessem.com

The Ultimate Roller Stand from Lee Valley
combines the best features of various
support stands into one. For starters, its
wide stance resists tipping, and a ramp on
the infeed side gently guides a sagging
workpiece onto the swiveling wheels (which
don't direct the workpiece). Fine adjustment
mechanisms and a leveler foot make it easy
to match the stand to any shop floor or tool.

Price: tD8O
800/871-81s8
leevalley.com

With Hart Design's new dovetailjig, you
establish the size and spacing-even
variable spacing-of the dovetails on your
project, then use the included "keys" to
precisely space the guide fingers for both
the tail and pin cuts. This simple setup
means you're ready to rout in just a few
minutes. The GFK 2400 handles stock up
lo 24" wide, and also includes a template
for Vz" and 1/l' half-blind joints.

Expected price: $SOO
800/345-2396
hartvilletools.com

To ensure you're choosing the right
sandpaper for the task at hand, Bosch color-
codes its new abrasive line by the paper's
best application, not by grit. Red abrasives
are for wood, white works best for paint
removal, and blue abrades metal. The code
holds across a full complement of grits and
formats including belts, discs, and sheets.

Price: varies by color and format
4771267-3499
boschtools.com

ln tight spaces, a dedicated
right-angle drill is handy, but
not very economical unless
you use it a lot. The Orbiter
chucks into any s/a" (or larger)
drill and allows you to drill or
drive at any angle from,
straight-on to perpendicular
to the drill. lts big handle
locks the angle and provides
additional leverage.

Price: S3O
al51a74-2400
milescraft.com

Most rail-and-stile router bit sets use
a ll' or 1/2" cutter to make the slot for
the panel, so today's undersize
plywood rattles in a full-size slot. With
Amana's In-Stile and Rail System, you
can add or remove shims (like an
adjustable slot cutter) to perfectly
match your panel thickness from
%e" to e/sz" tor t/e" plywood and from
7/re" lo 17/sz" tor t/2" plywood. The bit
set is available in three different
profiles: concave, ogee, or bead.

Price: $f 55
aool445.oo77
amanatool.com

W
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ix  or  n l r tch scasonal .  I to l idar , .
or  event  thentes i r r  th is  f i rur -
photo l l 'anrc .  S i rnp lc  n to lc l inss

glLrecl to a plywoocl panel brirrg this l trojeet
together  in  a  I ' lash.  In  the p l1)cess.  voLr ' l l
learn how to  n take a s in tp le . l ig  that  l re lps
you procluce f lau' lcss [re'r 'clccl nrolcl inss on
a portable plancr. a tcchniclLrc ),oLr'r ' r '  sLrre to
find usefirl in firtLrrc projccts.

Build out from the back
f  Cu t  t he  t r ack  (A ) to  s i zc .  t hcn  l i r r  oL r t  t hc
I  toUr  l 'ec t i . rn . -L l lar  ( ) l ten in : :s .  $  herc

dirnensioned on Drawing 1. Dri l l  sau,-blaclc
start holes. ancl scrol lsau, or '  . i i rsa*'  t l te
openines.  carc l i r l l v  lb l lou, ing thc  l ine-s .
Sand the edges o1'thc openinus.

I Frortr r , :"  stock. cut t l re- olt tcl-  l ' r 'artrc to1-r
lElund bottont (B) ancl oLlter l l 'anre sicles
(C) to the width altcl  l tboLrt f  "  krnger than

woodmagazine,corn

thc  lcnsths l is tcc l  on thc Mater ia ls  L is t .
McasLrre  thc  actLra l  th ickncss o l '  vour  rz i "

plvwoocl. thcn cut a r. , ' r  ' -clccp gr 'oovr- in
eaclr part.  u,here shrtrvn on Drawing 2a.
ChLrck a  r . , i "  c r l rc  b i t  in  vour  tub lc- r r roLrntcc l
r 'outer ancl rout t l tc cclges of thc pal1s. rvherc-
sl-tou,r-r.  Finisl t-sancl thc narts.

?  \ l i te t ' -e  u t  r l tc  o t t tc r  l l 'u r t t t '  ioP l rnr l  l ' ro t -
L l tonr  (B)  unc l  r l l r tc r  l l 'an tc  s ic les  (C)  to
l ' rn is l icc l  length.  chcckrng thc i r  I ' i t  a rourrc l
the back (A) .  Appl ) ,  g lue in  the f rante parr
gr(x)\ 'es ancl on t l ic nt i terecl cncls. ancl clarnp
thcnr  to  thc  buck (A) .

/  Fr ' ,rrn I  :"  stoe k. cut the inncr l i 'antc top
tt i ' rn,. l  b()t t()nr ( l))  ancl inncr'  l ' r 'ume sicles
(E)  to  the wic l th  anc l  about  2 '  lon_ucr  than
the lcngths l is tcc l .  F i r r ish-sanc l  thc  p t r ts .
then n.r i tcr '-cut thcln to l ' i t  insicle thc outcr
1l 'anre. wherc sltou,n on Drawing 2. Glue
ltncl clunrl-r t l .rc inner l l 'antc in placc.

Turn buttons
display easy.
leave plenty

photo
backers
photos.

And the 7a" p lywood
of room to store extra
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Add dividers and surrounds
I From Vz" stock, cut the vertical divider (F) to snugly fit
I between the inner frame top and bottom (D), where

shown on Drawing 2. Finish-sand the venical divider, and
center it between the inner frame sides (E). Cut the horizon-
tal dividers (G) to snugly fit between the inner frame sides
(E) and the vertical divider. Finish-sand the horizontal
dividers, and center them, as shown in Photo A.

QCut at/qx4x30" blank for the surround tops and bottoms
fr (H) and surround sides (I). Then form beveled strips with
one of the methods shown in the sidebar, on page 87. With
the strips beveled, cvt Vc" rabbets Vs" deep in each one, as
shown on Drawing 2b. Finish-sand the blanks.

QFrom the beveled and rabbeted strips, miter-cut the sur-
tlrounds (H, I) to length for a snug fit in the four rectangles
formed by the dividers (F, G), as shown in Photo B. Then
glue in the dividers, as shown in Photo C.

lllCut the backers (J) to size. Scrollsaw and sand finger'f notches in each one, where shown on Drawing 2.

p exeloDED vtEW
Braided

picture wire

Mitered ends

121/z'

7ea" pilot hole

1/ex4 x 6" glass
R=/2"

lo "r

I
I

) l

I
1z',

_i

t/e" plywood

4 x 6" card stock

E! nneeET THE suRRouNDS

El oureR FRAME PRoFILE
r_t"r"__llw
(: ilTr

1/q" cove 
-- 

a|frF

b
tr

Carefully center the horizontal dividers (G)
between the inner frame top and bottom (D).
Do not glue the dividers (F, G) in place.

86

Dry-fit all four sets of surrounds (H, l). When
you are satisfied with the fit, remove one set
at a time, and glue them in place.

With all the surrounds glued in place, care-
fully remove the dividers (F, G) one at a time,
apply glue to the backs, and reinsert them.

WOOD magazine December,/fanuary 2004/2005
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(Viewed from back)

4 x 6" photo

t/a" self-adhesive bumper

Continued on page 00



Now finish and assemble
I Inspect the parts, and resand any areas
I that need it. Apply a clear finish. (We

sprayed on three coats of semigloss lacquer
from an aerosol can, sanding with 220-git
sandpaper between coats.)

!) When the finish dries, drill pilot holes
&t where shown on Drawing 1, and install
turn buttons and screw eyes. Attach braided
picture wire to the screw eyes, adjusting its
length so the wall hanger will fall within the
recess at the back of the frame. Adhere self-
adhesive bumpers to the rear edges of the
outer frame at the corners.

QHave four 4x6" pieces of single-
tJstrength glass cut, and place them in the
openings followed by the photos you wish
to display. Then, leaving Vs" for the backer
(J), fill the remaining space with 4x6"
pieces of cardboard or store about a dozen
photos behind each one on display. Place
the backers in the openings, and secure
them with the turn buttons. I

Total length of planer bed
and extensions plus 4'l

#8 x 11/q' F.H. wood screw

Written by Jan Svec with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

A back

B* ouler frame
too and bottom

C- outer frame sides l/zu 1Va'

D- inner frame
top and bottom

I On a tablesaw
The upside: This method does
not require a j ig. Just follow the
three steps shown at right.
The downside: You'll have to
sand saw blade marks from
the bevels.

2 With a planer
The upside: You'l l get clean,
smooth bevels that require only
finish-sanding.
The downside: You need to
build this j ig. Here's how.

From 7a" plywood, particleboard,
or medium-density fiberboard, cut
the cleats and sled halves to the
sizes shown on the drawing at
right. Bevel-rip one of the sled
halves where shown, then assemble the j ig, butting the sled halves
together to form a beveled groove. Place the jig across the bed and
extensions of your planer with the cleat on the infeed end against the
edge of the extension.

Rip four 7a"-wide strips from your V+x4x30" blank. Placing the
strips in the j ig groove, plane bevels on the blanks in several
shallow passes, as shown in the photo above.

3/c"

7/aq" pilol hole t/2" deep

7sz" shank hole. countersunk
on bottom face

---
17/a"

121/z' 16V2' BP 1

E- inner frame sides Y2u

F vertical divider 1/2' Ta' 101/z' A

G horizontal dividers t/a" 3/au 71/'rc"

H* surround
toos and bottoms Vau

l- surround sides Vs' 5/to"

J backers 4', 6" B P 4
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: BP-birch plywood, L-lauan, A-aspen.

Supplies: #6x%' flathead wood screws (8),
turn buttons (8), t/a" screw eyes (2), #12 braided picture
wire, /a" seltadhesive bumpers (4), single-strength glass.

Blade and bit: Stack dado set, /a" cove router bit.

Source
Wood and supplies kit. t/" and /e birch plywood,
lauan, and aspen planed to the finished thicknesses for the
parts listed above, #6x7a" flathead wood screws, turn
buttons, %" screw eyes, #12 braided picture wire, /q" self-
adhesive bumpers. Order kit no. W-160 and indicate one of
the following quantities:one frame, $19.95 ppd., two frames,
$35.95 ppd., five frames, $89.95 ppd. Heritage Building
Specialties. Call 800/524-4184, or go to heritagewood.com,

17',1Ve'

13"

16',3/t'V2"

1/qx24 x 24" Birch plywood

12',

vi' 71Aa"

Vq x 5y2 x 60" Aspen (1 .5 bd. ft.) *Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

woodmagazine.com

SLED HALVES

Materials List

l/a x 12 x 24" Birch plywood

1/2x31/z x 48" Lauan (.7 bd. f t .)

87



!|\ eploy this handy tent any time you
I ! want to wipe or brush on a

tJJ finish without having to shut
down work in the rest of your shop. The
plastic covering lets in plenty of light and
zips shut over a simple frame made of
polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) pipe and fittings
to protect your project as the finish dries.
Best of all, you can build one in an afternoon
with about $80 worth of materials available
from a home center. Here's how:

88

I Cut s/a" inside-diameter PVC pipe to
I the lengths shown in Drawing 1. Next,

dry-assemble the frame using the PVC and
fittings as in Drawing 1a.
jlUsing a straightedge and utiliry knife
El or scissors, cut the one-piece tent top
and sides to size from a single piece of
I0x25' 4-mil plastic sheeting. Drape this
piece over the frame, tuck the ends under
the stretchers, and temporarily secure it to
the frame with masking tape.

Store the center on your lumber rack or stand
it in a corner, then carry it to your location.

WOOD rnagazine December{anuary ZOO4|ZOO5



! 1

I
Door flaps 5' x 7'6"

4-mil plastic sheeting

Clear packing tape strip
goes here

Tarp zippers

top. Then unzip each zipper and cut through
the backer with a utility knife. Remove any
tape you used to temporarily hold the tent
assembly to the frame and you're finished.

Note: This ftnishing center is not designed
for use as a spray booth. Use it only when
applying brush-on or wipe-onfinishes, and
always keep one door open when working
inside. Zip the doors shut to keep dust out
as the finish dries. t|

Clear packing tape strip
goes here

Top and s ides 6 'x  19 '6"
4-mil plastic sheeting

Zippers come
stitched to a one-
piece backer with
adhesive applied.
Just stick the zipper
in place, open it,
and cut through the
backer.

QFrom a second sheet of 4-mil plastic
tf sheeting, cut the two door flaps to size.

/ Mount a pair of self-adhesive tarp zip-
'lpers 

to each door. To do this, lay each
door on a flat surface. Peel one side of the
protective paper off the zipper, as shown in
the photo above. Position the zipper so the
open end is flush with one end of the door
and the zipper aligns with the edge of the
door. Rub the backing to ensure that the
adhesive makes full contact with the door.
Note that the zippers are shorter than the
doors, which leaves a flap about 8" long at
the top of each door.

f Once you have all four zippers adhered
tfto the doors, position them on the PVC
frame. Align the lower edge of each door
with the lower crossbar and tuck the flap
over the upper crossbar. Now adhere each
zipper to the tent sides.

fiUsing clear packing tape, secure the
tf flap at the top of each door to the tent

Put this center to work
anwhere you need to
protect a project while
the finish dries.

Lay out the tent and remove the frame. The
corner fittings stay attached to the stretchers.

wood.magazlne.corn
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Supplies:7q" inside-diameter PVC pipe, 10-feet long
(10); %" PVC side-outlet elbows (8); %"to 1/2'PVC
adapters (8); 10x25'4-mil plastic sheeting (1); 10x12'4-mil
plastic sheeting (1); tarp zippers (4). (We found the tarp
zippers at The Home Depot. lf you don't find them locally,
contact the manufacturer at 800/399-4665 or tarpline.com.

y ' ,  \ -

Assemble the frame by sliding the pipes into
the corner assemblies.

Arrange the tent over the frame and zip
down the doors to complete the setup.

lE!conruER DETATL

f,vc r"or.i"g g
adapter fr

3/att 16't/rtt " i
i

-f,-eLe4
PVC side'

outlet elbow

'. i:,:.,, :f3i.!t{{iii.+*,$Stdl"
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With a litfle scrollsawing, some
simple contow sanding, ild
our easy-to-follow insfructiors,
you can fransform a few scmps
of wood into this heayenly wall
hanging by renonnred artist
Judy Gale Roberts.

Iretts cut out the parts
..:r 

Make seven copies of the full-size
,,,iri,, intarsia angel pattern from the WOOD

Patternsa insert. Set aside one copy as a
master for reference.
'..'i Frofil the remaining copies, cut out the
,;,,, , pattern pieces. Each piece has a letter
on it identifying the wood tone and an
arrow showing grain direction. Where adja-
cent parts have the same color and grain
direction, such as those for the gown and
"PEACE' lettering, save yourself some
work by cutting them out as a group. Cut
out two grouped leffer pafferns with scis-
sors, and set the pafferns aside.
' ,iTo make the angel body, round Dp t/c"

'ii.,ir,. scraps having dark, medium, light, and
white wood tones. Following Judy's prefer-
ences, we used western red cedar for the
dark, medium, and light parts, and aspen for
the white parts. But you also can use other
woods that provide a variety of colors and
grain patterns.

.1," For each pattern piece, align the rurow
:i.: on the pattern with the grain on the

wood, and move the pattem around until
you find the area with the best color and
most interesting grain for the piece. Adhere
the patterns using a repositionable-type
spray adhesive. Then drill holes through
the face, gown, and dove, where shown on
the patterns and Drawing 1, including a
blade start hole in the angel's mouth.
,,," . Fit your scrollsaw with ano.2 reverse-
.,,,'tooth blade, and make sure it's square to

the saw table. Next, insert the blade through
the start hole in the angel's face, and scroll-
saw out the mouth. Now cut all of the parts
to shape, keeping the blade in the center of
the pattern lines. Remove any splinters
around the bottom edges of the parts with
120-gnt sandpaper.
. . To help visualize the elevation changes
.i,,.:;,ood make it easier to contour the parts

WOOD magazlne December/lanuary 2OO4/200s
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later, mark around the edges of the parts the
thicknesses shown on the paffern pieces.
(We used an adjustable square to do this.)
Then, using a disc or belt sander with 120-
grit sandpaper, sand the parts to the marked
lines, removing the patterns as you sand.
'"0To 

make the "PEACE" letters, prepare
& ar/qx4x6v2" bLankfrom a medium-tone

hardwood, such as walnut, cherry, or

Sleeve tapered into gown,
and gown slightly tapered
down to dove

Dove wing sanded lo 5/e"
thick and slightly proud of
adjacent body and tail

fl--ricture hanger

mahogany (our choice), and a same-size
piece of scrap Vs" or V+" plywood or hard-
board for a backer. (Because the letters are
thin, we used a hardwood to prevent split-
ting.) Adhere the backer to the blank with
double-faced tape. Spray-adhere one ofthe
letter patterns to the blank. Now cut out
the leffers, as shown in Photo A. Carefully
pry the letters from the backers.

CONTOURING GUIDE

Using a backer to prevent tear-out, scrollsaw
out the letters from the blank. For letters
"P" and "A", cut out the openings first.

Norr contour the pieces
'', To keep the parts in position while
**., marking them for contouring, cut an

8xI2" piece of Ve" or V+" scrap plywood or
hardboard. Apply a light coat of spray adhe-
sive to one face. Then assemble the angel
body on it.
{r,,# Starting at the bottom, remove the left
'd.* gown piece. Then, referring to the
Gontouring Guide below and to Photo B
on page 92, sand the part to shape. We used
a 3"-diameter pneumatic sanding drum (see
Sources), inflated to 5 psi, with a 120-git
sanding sleeve, to contour the
oscillating spindle sander, disc
sanding drum also will work.

'th"-lhick letters

Hair rounded more
along top edge,
less along bottom,
and tapered down
to wing

Top edge of wing
lightly eased after
contouring

Halo tapered
ttomVt'at top
lo th" at hair

An
or

Face rounded
down to collar

Collar slightly
crowned and angled
back into face

Gown tapered
lo rh"

Outer edge of
sleeve rounded

Edges rounded

rvoodmagazlne.corn
/e" plywood backer



Sand the top face of the gown piece so it
tapers from 7e" at the bottom end to Vc" at
the top. Then round over the long top edges.

Note: Be careful not to sand completely
around the edges of parts. Doing so will
leave gaps between them.

ftReposition the contoured gown piece
t#sn the plywood or hardboard. Then
mark the taper on the adjacent gown part, as
shown in Photo C, and remove the part.
Using the marked reference line as a guide,
sand the taper on the pan and round over
the edges. Refit the part as needed to check
your sanding progress and ensure a smooth
transition with the first contoured part.
Repeat the process to shape the remaining
gown pieces.

*S Remove the wings, and sand them so
%they taper from 3/a" along the outside
edges to 3/to" along the inside edges adja-
cent to the body. Then lightly ease the top
outside edges of the wings, where shown on
the Gontouring Guide.

ffiSand the large hair part, tapering the
t#ends toward the wings and rounding
over the edges more along the top and less
along the bottom toward the face.

ffiUsing the contoured gown, wings, and
Whair as reference points, and referring
to the Gontouring Guide, mark and sand
the remaining parts to shape. After sanding
the face, add freckles to it, as shown in
Photo D. Then form the nose and dimples at
the comers of the mouth, as explained in th"
Shop Tip, below.

Mark the taper of the contoured gown part
along the edge of the adjacent piece to
provide a sanding reference line.

Time to finish up
$ Using 180-grit sandpaper followed by
e 220-gdt, hand-sand the parts with the

grain to remove any scratches or roughness.
Then remove the dust.

ffi Apply three coats of a wiping varnish to
*fux the parts, excluding the bottoms, using
a l" foam brush. (We used Bartley Gel
Vamish, Clear Satin.) Wipe off the excess
and buff the parts with soft paper towels or
clean rags until they're nearly dry to the
touch. Let each coat dry for 6 hours.
's"$,To make an exact-size plywood backer
q$for the angel, apply a light coat of spray
adhesive to an SVzxll" piece of paper.
Assemble the angel body on the paper, and
fface around the angel up to the wing tips.
Remove the parts, and cut out the pattem.

Spray-adhere the pattern to an 8x12" piece
of Va" birch plywood. Complete the pattern
by adhering the remaining copy of the letter
pattern to the plywood, aligning the ends of
the outer radius with the tips of the wings.
Scrollsaw the backer to shape. Remove the
paftern using lacquer or paint thinner. Then
sand the backer smooth.

ffi finatty, glue each part to the backer*ffiusing 
a couple drops of yellow wood-

working glue. Attach a picture hanger to the
backer. Now place the angel in a special
place where you can admire her tranquil
beauty and your handiwork. .l

Referring to the face pattern for the
locations, form six smallfreckles In the face
using an awl and light pressure.

Interested in
other angels?
If you enjoyed making the "Peace"
angel and would like to create a host
of them, Judy Gale has designed four
companion angels, including the
"Hope'n angel above. (The other
angels have the words "Lover" "Joyr"
and "Faith.") To purchase these
patterns or to receive a free catalog
filled with other intarsia patterns and
book, video, and class offerings, visit
Judy Gale Roberts' Web site at
intarsia.com, or call 800/3 16-9010
(8651428-8875 if outside the U.S.).

In a phch, a glue bnrsh handle
makes a handy gouge
Here's a simple way to form small details in a
project, such as the curved nose and dimples
in the angel's face. Simply squeeze the hbllow
metal tube at the handle end of a glue brush i
into the desired shape. Then press the
sharp-edged tube into the wood at an angle to
incise the detail. . d

Supplies: Repositionable-type spray adhesive, double-
faced tape, hollow metal glue brush, picture hanger.
Blade: #2 reverse-tooth scrollsaw blade.

Sources
Pneumatic sanding drum and adapter.
3x9'pneumatic drum no. DT31265, $45.9b; drill-press drum
adapter no. FFzl3081, $14.95; 120.grit 3x9, sanding sleeve
no. PU00746, $2.10. Call Klingspo/s, 800/228-0000;
woodworkingshop.com.

Written by Owen Duvallwith Kevin Boyle
Project design: Judy Gale Roberts
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
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roducts
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Craftsman elevates
hybrid tablesaws
A growing trend in stationary tools is the
"hybrid" tablesaw, which combines
elements of both conftactor- and cabinet-
style tablesaws. For about $900, a hybrid
gives you beefier components, such as
cast-iron extension wings and an upgraded
fence. However, its mid-range power and
construction-with small trunnions that
hang the blade drivefrain from the bottom
of the table-make it more like a
conhactor-style saw than a cabinet saw.

Now, Craftsman blows that definition out
of the water with its model 22114, a left-
tilting hybrid saw with large trunnions that
mount to the cabinet, like a true cabinet
saw. The result is a $650 tablesaw that
holds its settings well and adjusts easily if it
ever goes out of alignment.

At 385 lbs, the 22114 is 5f100lbs
heavier than a conffactor-style saw, and the
added weight dampens vibration nicely:
This is one smooth-running saw. Its lVz-hp
motor had no frouble ripping 2"-thick red
oak. The chute inside the cabinet directs
dust to a 4" port.

One feature of the 22114 that I wish was
on every tablesaw is the easy-on/easy-off

splitter/blade guard
With a twist of one'knob, I
could remove the guard for
dado cuts, andjust as easily
reinstall it. I also like the stout miter gauge
with its tall fence and stock clamp.

T\e22114's front-locking fence has a
sliding face, which is handy for indexing
crosscuts without happing the workpiece
between the blade and fence. Also vou
can opt to lock the fence to the rear rail to
keep it from lifting when used with
feather boards. The fence rail centers
on the blade, so it provides 24" of rip
capacity on the left and 25" on the right. I
rarely cut on the left side of the blade,
though, and would rather see that capacity
put to use on the right of the blade. The
fence deflected an acceptable .010" while
ripping sheet goods.

The step-up version of this saw (#22124,
$950) comes instead with a 30" Biesemeyer
Commercial fence (18" left-rip capacity) as
well as a knockdown outfeed table, lt/c-hp
motor, and upgraded blade. Sears also sells
a lower cost version of the saw I tested, the
22IM ($5:O;. It lacks the22ll4's sliding

Sliding fence face

Crattsman 22114 hybrid tablesaw
Performance * * * * *
Price $650

Available at Sears or at craftsman.com.

fence face, miter gauge, and dust port, and
has stamped-steel extension tables and only
14" of left-rip capacity.

-Tested by ht Lowry

Finally, a machine lube that doesn't collect dust
It's ironic that the lubricants we use to
make the elevation and bevel gears of our
tablesaws operate smoothly atfiact dust
like a magnet, gumming up the very
mechanisms we seek to free up. I don't
relish reaching inside my cabinet saw to
brush away that pasty gunk, and since I
started using PG2000 Penetrating
Lubricant, I no longer have to.

Designed originally for bicycle chains
(another mechanism that gets gntty in
use), this waterlike aerosol spray creates a
molecular-level barrier between metals to
reduce friction. After wiping away most of
the greasy sawdust around the gears inside
my tablesaw, I sprayed PG2000 on them,
then worked it in by moving, sliding, and
cranking the parts that make contact with
each other. Although the mechanisms
operated smoothly for a few days, they

seemed to stiffen again, so I applied more
and called the folks at ProGold. They told
me that it's normal to apply it frequently at
first. Sure enough, after a few applications,
it seemed to last much longer before
needing reapplication.

I now use PG2000 under my tablesaw
about once a month as a matter of
maintenance (you may go much longer,
depending on how often you use your saw),
and it takes just seconds to apply. I've also
used it successfully on my drill press,
jointer, and portable planer.

-Tested by Chuck Hedlund

PG2000 Penetrating Lubricant
Perlormance * * * * *
Price

ProGold Lubricants
800/421 -5823; progoldmf r.com

Continued on page 96

94

$8 for 12 oz.
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shop-proven products

The accurasy of a bandsaw in the pdm of your hand
Some woodworkers shun jigsaws for
making curved cuts because the largely
unsupported blade can deflect, leaving them
with a ragged edge that's not square to the
face of the workpiece. Bosch's I590EVSK
top-handle jigsaw sports blade supports just
above the shoe (base) to prevent that
deflection, similar to guide blocks on a
bandsaw. I cut circles in 2x6 Douglas fu
and if the blade sftayed from perfectly
vertical, I couldn't measure it.

That might be reason enough to want this
jigsaw, but Bosch engineers added some

other neat feafures as well, such as a one-
touch blade-changing system that pops out a
spent blade by merely flicking a lever on the
front of the saw. I also like the shoe, which
can be locked and unlocked without the use
of tools. I found the shoe's bevel scale easy
to read and the 45o stops dead-on accurate.

The I590EVSK backs up the bells and
whistles with a 6.4-amp variable-speed
motor (the most robust I've seen on a
jigsaw) with electronic speed control that
pours on more power when the going gets
tough. Despite the power, the jigsaw has

good balance and feel, especially for a
top-handle saw. (If you prefer a banel
grip, model 1591EVSK has the same
feafures, power, and price.)

-Tested by Larry Arnold

CMT's exclusive new

3D Router Caryerl" System

Bosch 1590EVSK
top-handle jigsaw
Performance * * * * *
Price

Bosch
877 1267 -2499: boschtools.com

$170

We test hundreds of tools and accessories, but
only fiose fiat eam at least ffree stars for
performance make ffe final cut and appear in fiis
section. Our testers fiis issue include larry
Amold, Pat Lowry, nd W00Da magazine Master
Crafbman Chuck Hedlund, who have more fian
100 years woodworking experience between fiem.

December/January 2OO4 / 2005



scraprrvood projects

ADnIthe appropriate holes in each work-
'fpiece, 

where shown on the patterns.

f Install a#l2blade in your scrollsaw and
tJcut the animals to shape. You'll have to
thread the blade through the3Az" blade-start

holes in the elephant trunk and tail. Also cut
the kerfs, where indicated, for the elephant
and gorilla legs.

ftSand the animals through 220 gnt, and
lfthen paint them to your liking. We
sprayed on primer plus three color coats.
See Sourc€s for the colors we used.
tl lfter the paint dries, spread S-minute
I epoxy in the groove in each train piece.

Insert a length of Va" nylon cord, leaving
about l" between animals. Cut the excess
from the front of the locomotive and back of
the gorilla after the epoxy cures.

flTrim the shaft portions of the axle pegs
lJto 7/a" long. You can do this by eye at the
scrollsaw, or make a simple guide by
drilling al/zz" hole through a scrap cuttoT/a"

wide. Just insert each axle into this hole and
cut off the portion that protrudes.

QCoat the wheels and the ends of the axle
r/pegs with clear polyurethane finish.

I 0 ffi :.ff l.H?#T;:l'" illTl
glue on the inboard end of an axle, then push
it into an axle hole. Do the same with the
mating axle, and then press the ends of
the axles together. Before the glue sets, slide
the pair of axles back and forth until they
protrude evenly from each side and neither
wheel binds. Repeat this procedure to install
the remaining wheels. i

Project Design: Mike Mittermeier

Sources
Axles and wheels. lule pegs #AP1, $1.75 package
of 20 (1 pack); 1tla"-diameter wheels #W125, $2.90 for a
package of 20 (1 pack). Call Meisel Hardware Specialties
at 800/441 -9870; meiselwoodhobby.com.

Paint. We painted the train with the following Rust-Oleum
gloss enamel paints: #1981 Vthite Prirner (all); #7783 Pa,vbr
Gny (locomotive),#n27 WBlue (seal);#265 Regal Red
(lbn); #231 Gras Green (elqtnrt); #247 Sunfur$ Yellol/
(gorilh). Purdnse he painb at lwdrare sbres, q locale a dealer
in your area at nstdeum.corn.

Blades and bits. #12 scrollsavr blade.

t/e" nylon braided cord
trimmed after assembly

t/e" groove %0" deep, centered
;\-
\@
1tl+" wheelz/gz" axle hole

all-aboard animal train
a

* *

Put young kids on the fast track to fun with

this colorful, quick-to-build project.

I Gather scraps of :Z"-thick stock to
I create the train. The wood species

needn't be the same for each piece if you
paint the ffain, as we did. The locomotive
and animals are all less than 4"-long, but we
suggest you start with slightly longer pieces
to ensure safe machining.

I Set your tablesaw blade and fence to cut
Er a groove along one edge of each work-
piece, where shown in the drawing. These
grooves will receive a length of Ve" nylon
cord that connects the animals together.

Qtvtake a copy of the animal patterns
9from the WOOD Patternsa insert. Then
adhere the patterns to the workpieces,
aligning the base of each pattern with the
grooved edge of each workpiece.

,"4...

woodmagazine.com

long peg, trimmed to z/e"
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great ideas for your shop

#8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw

7or'pilot hole
1rh" deep, centered

F
3u

L
r>l,----!

15' bevels

7e+" pilot hole
1Vt" deep

figstation
Maximize stability and convenience
when cutting dovetails with this
fold-up benchtop project.

Tf uilt from 7+" plywood, this sturdy

ff )pnort 
holds your favorite dovetail

t-J jig at a comfortable working height.
Simply unfold the legs, clamp them to your
workbench, and you're ready for fine
joinery. Use the 2" bithole so you can rest
your router upright. (Wait until the bit stops
spining before positioning it into the hole.)

Use the drawing below to build the
support. As illustrated in the Pivot Point

Section View, the support's two legs (D)
swivel on the 2" screws mounted into the
side rails (B), allowing you to fold up the
legs for space-saving storage. With the legs
folded down, parts C act as stops, position-
ing the legs. Use the bottom l" finger holes
in the legs for ease when unfolding the

/.2"

legs, and the top l"
hole in the left-hand
leg for hanging the
support{ovetail jig
attached-when the
routing is completed.i
Project design: Jeff Mertz

3u

s/sz" shank hole, countersunk

#8x2" F.H. wood screw

PIVOT POINT SECTION VIEW

R=lz" 2"

#8x2" F.H. wood screw

15' bevels
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sho ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Making short beds vuork for long sheet goods
Standard sheet goods fit in a short-bed ! L-shape backstop rests under the sheet
pickup truck if you lower the tailgate. This
method works fine until you encounter an
incline. Then the sheets tend to unload
themselves, leaving you with damaged
goods, not to mention a red face.

To secure the sheets and prevent
spillage, make this adjustable hold-down
and backstop out of scrap plywood. The

goods and has holes in the vertical support
to accept a lynch pin for lock-in-place
adjustability. The circular hole in the
hold-down plate accepts a tie-down strap
secured to the t':H 

?il;rrn Northvernon, rnd.
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Joe Spurlock's life seems to have
come full circle. His fint job out of
high school was at Vernon Swing
Factory, cutting out parts for white
oak porch swings. Recently, after
retiring from his career at Cummins
Diesel at the ripe age of 48, our Top
Shop Tip winner rekindled his love
of woodworking and set up shop.
One of Joe's favorite projects is the
porch swing he's relaxing in, above.

We're rewarding
Joe Spurlock
with a Gizzly
GO444 tablesaw
for sending in
this issue's Top
Shop Tip. Way to
go, Joe!

Describe how you've solved a work-
shop dilemma, and you'll earn $75 if it
appea$ here. If your tip garners Top
Shop Tip honors, you'll also win a tool
prize worttr at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with photos
or illusfrations and your daytime phone
number, to: Shop Tlps, WOOD
Magazinerl7l6 Locust St, GA-310,
Des Moines,IA 50309-3023. Or e-mail
tips to: shoptips@woodmagazine.com.
Remember to include your contact
info in the e-mail as well.

Bec4use we oy not to publish tips
seen elsewhere, please seqd your tips
only to WOOD magazine. Sorry, sub-
mitted materials can't be returned.

#8 x 2" F.H. wood screw

WOODmagazine December{anuary 2OO4/Z0O1



Babying polyttrethane
pays off in performance
Anything that gets cold tends to move
slower. This can be aggravating when
you're trying to coax cold glue, especially
polyurethane, from a bottle. To keep my
glue flowing freely, I purchased a baby-

bottle warmer with adjustable
heat settings. I set the
warmer on a low setting,
add water to the warmer,

and insert the glue bot-
tle for 4-6 minutes.
This trick works for
both water-based
wood glues and
polyurethane glue.

-Ray Bruntmyer,
Arlington, Texas

Tight .uea dust buster
I keep a can of compressed air in my
shop. (lt's the same stuff computer
technicians use, and you can find it at
electronics and office supply stores.)
The small blast of air works.great to
clean out countersunk nail holes, biscuit
slots, and other places you don't want to
drag the air hose when you just need a
few strong puffs of pressurized air.

Continued on page 104

woodrnagazine.corn

-Dave Nelson, Houston

With Woodline's 6-piece cabinet set,
everything you need to create
raised panel doors for your
cabinetry and fine furniture projecE

a 3-1 /4" ogee raised Panel
with matching 2-piece rail
and stile, reversible glue
joint and drawer lock

bit to bui ld strong

drawers. Also includes a door
lip which adds a finger-pull
style profile to doors or
drawers.This set also includes
an undercutter on the Panel
raiser which produces a true
'l14" tongue automaticallY in
any thickness of material.

rUndercutter
{ Included

Ferturefufl
AaliKi*brck
SdetyDeQn

Finest Quality
Carbide Tips
Full Anti-
Kickback
U lt imate
Lifetime
Warranty
Unsurpassed
Customer
Service
Complete
Selection of
Indiv idual  Bi ts

* Custom
Desig ned
Bits Made
Affordable

. (

!rl
; )

LUz
r

Ja
0
0
BY,\3P30;i $109

1 Multibeading Bit
1 Bowl&Tray Bit
1 Key Hole Bit
1 Double Roman Ogee
1 Classic Double

Roundover
1 Flat Bottom 60V-Groove
1 Standard 60 V-Groove
3 Rabbeting / Slot Cutters
4 Chamfer Bits
6 Cove Eits

Yi"P."? $189
Yl"3"i $189

ffi 8 Straight Bits
5 Dovetail Bits
3 Core Box Bits

6 Roundover Bits
1 Point Cutting

Roundover
3 Roundnose Bits 1 0geeWith Fillet
2 FlushTrim Bits 1 Plunging Roundover
3 Mortising Bits W Bead
1 Plunging Panel Bit 1 Double Roman 0gee
1 LaminateTrim Bit WCove
1 BevelBit 1 Plunging Roundover
3 90 V-Groove Bits 'l 

Stepped Cove
2 Roman Ogee Bits 2 Edge Beading Bits

Woodline USA's most comprehensive carbide tipped

bit collection features 66 carefully chosen profiles in

a fully labeled wooden wall mountable case!

Create beauti ful shaker style cabinet
doors with Woodline's 2 pc Shaker style
tongue and groove sets. Choose from
the classic straight prof i le or the
contemporary 15 degree face f inish-

This set  features everyth ing

needed to make beaut i fu l

custom frames.These 8 bi ts  can

be  comb ined  in  thousands  o f

different ways to produce

u n i q u e  m o u l d i n g s .

y,'"3P:A $75
y.h33K $75

15"--- f

r-Tr l--f_l
lq l l r  I

r_ l l

y,lH:n $49

Classic 15 Deg.
wL-1338 WL- l338-15

Y,\li:"';l: $52

s rftt'H,{}3j{
CAI1ffi4n.0g500RLOG0t'II0trtlO0DUNECO[/T0DAylT00RDER0RI0RECflVEAFREICATAL0G.!1ffiDLNEUSA,l11WheelerSt,LaVergne,TN37080

ii .rl" 
'4".'i i*' ;Y.. ,L}{W. .' *+' .
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Serve up a breadboard end without tricky mortises
Recently, I built an oak dining room table bottom thicknesses to r/+" and
and wanted to use breadboard ends to
conceal the tabletop's end grain. However,
lacking a mort is ing j ig,  I  needed a s impler
way to create a mortise to accept the
tabletop's tenon. The solution I created is a
three-layer breadboard end with the sum of
the three layers equaling the tabletop's
thickness,

To ensure consistency of color and grain,
I resawed the three layers from a single
thick board and planed them to the
thicknesses shown. (For a 1"- th ick
tabletop, for example, plane the top and

the center board to %".) The
notched center layer fits around
the tabletop tenon with %0"
clearance on both ends to
allow for grain expansion
across the width. I laminated
the layers together, slid the
breadboard end over the tenon,
and attached it. A screw or
dowel driven from below
through the center of the tenon
does the trick.

-Alex Nadler. Swansea. lll.

Buy 9ily whal you need to
save ume and money
Like most woodworkers. I 'd rather build
projects than run after forgotten materi-
als or supplies. So to make the most of
both my time and materials, I devel-
oped a record-keeping system that
gives my memory a rest and lets my
hands get to work.

When starting a new project, I make
two copies of the materials and sup-
plies l ist from the project plans, and
one copy of the plans themselves. I
then slip the latter copy into a vinyl
sheet protector and put one copy of the
materials l ist in the back, facing out for
quick reference.

The other materials list becomes my
working copy that I first take to the
shop to cross off the supplies I already
have in stock. With the updated l ist in
hand, I make only one supply run.

-Diane Goulafte. Fresno. Calif.

i
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Ci rc le  No.  1511
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Shop steps saved by the bell
When I added a telephone line to my
detached workshop, I thought I had
achieved a new level of convenience that
would save many steps. The problem
was, my wife and I are both frequently
home and each of us answers the phone.
lf she answered and the call was for me,
she would have to come trudging out to
the shop. lf the reverse happened, I would
stop what I was doing and go fetch her.

The solution turned out to be an
inexpensive wireless doorbell. I mounted
the button in the house near the ohone
my wife uses most often, and I installed
the chime in my workshop. Now, my wife
always answers and, if i t 's for me, she
"rings my bell." The system is very reliable
and the chime loud enough to hear over
most of my machinery.

-HJ. Boger, Bockwell, N.C.

See a new
Shop 1lp

of the Day at

woodmagazine.com 1 0 5

BoulerShop'"
Patsnted d€sign usss your routff in tho
horizontal 0R vertical oosition.

3-in-1 WoodplaneP
The uttimqte Planorn old*/Gang Saw Plane
your own lumber, cnale custom moldings &
seve thousands. Varlablo foed with 5h0 mot0r

Hawk Precision
Scroll Saw'"

, Mbration-free oertormance
I thatcuts through 2 5/8'

hsrdwoods liko buttof.
Cut$ wood. motal,
plastlc, glass and
m0fBl



lrvhatts ahead
A preview of some of the articles in the February/March issue (on sale January 1B)
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More tips, tools, & techniques f,or better woodworlring

Projects loll, yorrr horne anrd shop

Accent Lamp
Add a warm glow to tabletops with
this surprisingly easy{o-build piece.

Ultimate Gloset Storage System
No matter the size or shape of your closets, you can get them
organized by building and installing these modular components.

Biscuit Jig
lf you're looking
for more ease of
operation and
accuracy from
your biscuit
joiner, check out
this problem-

solver.

Wavy Rim Bowl
Even beginners will have success making this tricky-looking
vessel. That's because it's turned like a simple round bowl,
then squared on a bandsaw.

Mission Blanket Ghest
The stunning, sturdy, oak bedroom set continues with this matching piece.

14.4- and 15.6-volt drills
See how 20 cordless drill/drivers
fared in head-to-head tests. Hint:
Three of them drove more than 500
1sle" screws on a single charge.

Sanding shortcuts
There's nothing fun about sanding, but
how well you do it impacts your project
in a big way. Learn quick and effective
ways to reach the desired results.

Get more life from
rechargeable batteries
New batteries for cordless tools cost
big bucks, so follow these tips to
make them last longer.

How to imitate
high-priced woods
Want to make poplar look like cherry?
Lauan like Honduran mahogany or
maple like ebony? Here's how.
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